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' 
·Ritual as the symbolic expression 
of campus unity 
• 
' -Although the transfer of · power from President James 
Nabrit to President James Cheek is commonly known an~ is 
unquestioned, a complex set of rituals known' as ,the . 
inauguration ceremony will take place tomorrow to obsiirve 
formally the beginning of the Cheek a.dministration her~ at 
Howard. . . 1 
There will !>e spe!lches, meals, processi.oris. and ~~rtying to 
make this <iuspicious occasion as memorable as possible. . 
The important aspect of this event, which is in so many 
words 'the essence of its being, is its ' symbolism of campus 
• ynity. ' • _ . 
Otto McClarrin, the ,University's director of Public " 
Relations, has pointed out one value in the displ;:iying of a . 
united Howard at this time to the world outside the campus 
perimeter. . • . . .. 
McClartin, in denying th · t he University was Spending .a 
rumored $100,000 on the i ugural, said, ''The facts are: the 
University is spending approxi tely .one-f6urth the rumored 
amount. This substantially l()wer . figure .. in . the 
\ neighborhood of $25,000 ·-i is calculated to be a good 
investment in· re-establishi11g Howard University in the, 
·educational corr1munity and with supp01'ting segments qt ()Ur 
public. All of . this can be very important in · increasing · 
provisions for stud'l!rrts, faculty and institutional 'programs." 
. McClarrin continued: _ · 
''The point is this: Already over four hundred colleges and 
universities have indicated that they are· sending delegates to· 
the inauguration. Numerous national ~rgarizations and . 
(Continued an Page I 0) 
• 
• 
J Dr. James Cheek's addr ss 4gainst interference irt Trinidad . . . . " 
. , By Bobby Isaac 
' 
An estimated 700 Howard stu-
dents marched from the campus 
' to the Whit~ House Thursda·y 
afternoon to . protest the threat 
Qf ·united' St ates intervention in 
the infernal affairs of the Carib-
bean nation' of Trinidad, 
Word had ~eached the campus 
commwlity. early in the day that 
a ''Black Power'' people's rebel-
lion· h;ld w'r acked the tiny Carib-
bean · nation and .that mutiny of 
nearly half of Its armed forces 
had taken place. , 
· At the same time. It was said 
· that an American naval and 
Mar task force was churning , 
ss,..:1..r. e Caribbean toward f-
Trinid upposedly in case some 
1,000 American citizens had to 
J :>e evacuated, 
. A- st\Jdent rall y or.ganized by 
the Caribbean.: . Association. 
:- to .protest U.S. interest in the 
· trbubled. nation. More than half 
'or the 400 . students who parl. 
tlclpated in the campus demont 
:stratlon ·were from the Caribr 
·bean. ·, "i · 4 
A number o! Trinidadian and 
' . . .. 
non-Trinidatllan students rawed 
the Western neo-coloniallstlc 
economic domination of the 
Carlbbran. · Trinidad P rime 
Minister Eric Wllilams,, aforrrier 
professor at Howaf<l before he 
became the head '.-of· the one-
time · British colony, was 
' ' . 
criticized rui being ·a. lackey of 
Western imperialism. 
The student protester ad 
a statement drafted by a e-
dci·mlnantly Caribbean stud nt . 
groiip In which It s ed_ 
that "Any Interference by "1JY 
foreign powers; . with or without 
the consent of the government 
of Triniadad and Tabago, wil 1 be 
regarded as inte.rference In the 
internal affairs ·of Trillidad and 
Tabago and .a violation of Inter-
national law,'' -
• (C.ontinued on page 3) 
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, V ndergraduate trustee 
.. electi~n to be held today 
• • • 
Please vote. Voting' machines are loca.ted in the Studen 
Center and in the Tubman Quadrangle. For details. on th 
c;ndidate~ ·who are pictured below, check out page 3. 
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(If his Shaw ina_uguial -
The fo llcwing is the text of Or. 
James E. C heek's Sha.,.Y University 
ina ugural respon se. Or. ' Cheek was 
. president of Shaw from 1963 to_ 
1969 when he became Ho.ward 
Unive~"ity 's · l?th o/esident . • 
• 
We witness here today the be-
gining of a new ' endeavor. With 
deep appreciation of the great 
heritage we have received, and 
\Vlth sensitive awareness Of the · 
. ·awesome burden we . are called 
todischarge , In humility and in . 
faith, we t'ake \JP the wa.rk left 
to us to do. · 
Reme mbering that this school 
was born out of human need, nur-
tured by faith and dedication, 
and sustained through its history 
by the solemn conviction that only 
the educated ·are truly free, we 
come to this tasR unwilling that 
our destiny be governed by chance 
or that our course be directed 
by exPlldlency, We borrow 
strength from the ·co_urage of our 
fore runners to keep alive the 
dream they held ·before them and 
goals they sought to achieve. 
61 As did our founder a century 
· ago, we face another era ,o! re-
construction. Today, we struggle 
against the same untam·ed force~ 
of suspicion, lndlfferen c e, 
apathy, mistrust _and fear. But 
just as the hardships of the 
first beginning served to deepen 
our founder's faith In the work 
he had begun, so the difficulties 
we face must serve to make us 
patient In tribulation and joyful 
in hope, regarding such condi-
tions not as a circumstance to be 
'lamented, but as a .challenge to 
be attacked. 
For we have pledged that here 
on this campus, as our nation 
moves to strengthen Its Internal 
defenses, there will be develop-
~ those programs, there will 
· be set in motion those activities 
which vil1 be conceived those 
id and there will be set In 
' . ' 
· m Ion those actl¥itles which will 
hel · to lead the \vay Into · a ne\\' 
era of economic and educational 
' . 
• 
• 
opportunity for th.e students we 
serve ·and for the land we love; 
' 1\t a tim e when the fll rces of 
. our state and !latlon ar e being 
mobilized to conqller lgnorapce 
and overcome poverty, the priv-
ate . church-related college Is 
coming to be recognized as ' an 
important and vital ~asset inl our 
hatlon 's education resources, . 
, However, Institutions Jike~haw 
are being presented with t;h~i:r 
severest tests. I 
As It has come to be refog-. 
hlzed that a free society cannot 
Jong endure withou.t educatioh for 
all its citizens, and that a sl ave 
society cannot exist with It, so 
it is becoming clear that· the 
Inequality of educationil oppor-
twlity is anachronistic. · _ 
The revolution for freedom IP . 
America is our time has quick-
ened the pace of change and has· 
thrown our colleges into bo.l~ re-
lief as reservoirs of social un-
. rest and protest. They re~ainJ' 
however, as they always h_a~ 
been, re 'i.ervoirs of hope for an,· 
otherwise hopeless people. • 
Ttte rapid currents' which ar,e 
gathering , in the mainstream of 
American , educational life I will 
not substanti:Uly alter their 
direction In the decades ahead, 
and those of us who must ·chart . 
the course of this institution must • 
be sure of the rightness of our 
journey and certain about th.e nec-
essity of our ' objective, if Wf' 
are to 'avoid being crusl\ed by 
the breakers' and waves which are 
along 'the \vay. · - · 
i;>haw University cannot ju~tlfl 
Its co_n!inuance nor" pr,ess 11_er:" 
· claim upon the Mure on . tlle 1 
basis of !tis antiquity or longe-
vity of service. We ~ 
a role to . play in· the ltrger 
future to which our· nation looks 
with hope only ·on -the basis of 
our ability to provide educatfon • 
of unimpeachable quality to those 
(Conti!tued on .page 9} 
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Cqmpus bulletin 
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I • 
All anno~ncements of campus 
~:~~~~:~:E~:~~o~~~:~~e~~~~~~~ 
Monday of the week the notice is to 
appear. 
' 
The notice should be typewritten• 
and double-spaced on eight by el:even 
Inch paper. It Should be placed in 
. : . • 1 
Fashion §how 
''Fashion. With a Gospel . 
Touch'' 
Rankin c ·napef Wed., Apr\ 29th 
7:00 p.m. 
Admission: 75c • 
Guest Fashion Model & Designer : 
' 
' 
' I 
Le Penski 
'No min atio·tl s 
' Nominating Convent.ion for 1970-71 
tii'lJSA and LASC Offices w.ill be held 
on Monday, April 27, 1970 from .12 -
1:30 p .m. in the Penthouse 
· Auditorium, Un iversity Center . 
. , 
. . 
The HILLTOP mailbox In the 
Student Center or sent through the 
campus mall to "The HILLTOP, 
Howard University. 
. ' 
To be eligible ,f.or publication the 
activity · or event must be sponsored· 
by a campus ·group and open tQ the 
public. 
Final decision on publlcatl.on reits 
with The HILLTOP. 
For graduating 
If you plan to graduate· i n 1971, 
p I ease come to the Education 
Advisory Center, Room 230, Tempo 
Bu i lding B 'during t he .month of April 
and fill out a graduation card. 
No classe.s 
• 
AL.L. CL.ASSES ARE SUSPENDED 
ON . SATURDAY', APRIL 25, 1970 . 
Early registration on 
· ·ihroug_h May ;4' and May 8 
Have you seen students walking 
around •campus with large brown 
env.e!opes In hand? 
The Registrar's ·o ffice is now 
conducting early registration for • 
currently en.rolled students in t,he • 
· North .Lobby of the Men's 
Physl(:al Edu.cation Building. 
Participation thus far has been 
. steady and encouraging. 
In participating In early reg!-
. str,ation, a student not onl y can 
register for his or her Fall, 
1970 semester courses, but he 
can niake corrections as to his 
classification, address (local and 
home), name, I.D. number, ma-
jor, etc . Normall:t these types 
of corrections take a number of . 
days to process, but during this 
early r.egistrat ion perioo these 
corrections can be made on the 
spot (or instantly) , 
By completing. registration ai 
this time, a .student can .avoid 
St:ll)ding . ln ' long lines du.ring 
- the re.gular registration periOd 
in Sept~mber . ) 
• 
.Last semester over . 75o/c:~f 
the student body took part _In 
E;arly Registration and the 
Registrar's Office is looking for~ 
ward to an ev~greater par-
ticipation this se'.'.)Fster, 
We ' ''ill. bej issuing 11_1ate rials 
In the ~1en' s gymnas~um through 
May 4, and \Ve \VIII . be collect. 
.. . 
UNIVERSITtf- OF CALIFORNIA, 
BERKELEY ' CAMPUS:· un ioµe. lee· 
taken direct ly in cl ass by pro-
fe"5s io r.ia l s ·· fr Om wort(\;.. famous 
ture netts . . Hu~dreds of cou rses, 
teachers. 1- $4. Serl'd for latest free 
catatog. FYBAT!! Ll€.CTURE 
NOTE , uo::pt. 51 2440 Banc roft 
Way, Ee keley, Ca.'94704 . 
. 
Reach out, expand your wor!d of peo ,..,_, 
and ideas at the University of Pennsyl-
vania Summer Sessions. Over 290 
' cou rses. from Archaeology to Zoology, 
ofter cre dit toward an undergraduate, 
graduate or professional degree. 
For comolete !ntormat ibn, mail this 
coupon today. ~
O First Session: .May~~~ )une 26. 
O Sec_ond Session: June 29 to AUg. 7. 
:J New! Four special courses in 
mu·sic at Teton Village, Wyoming. 
July ~o to Aug. 28. 
Ad dress ___________ _ 
• Ci!Y-------~------
• 
srate _ ______ Zi P--:;;;:~;;;;;;, , . 
Ing the completed forms uhtll May 
B at the same location. 
' . 
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. Li lbrary ' 
Brownslng Room .Film Feature 
Aprll 28, 1:00 .P.M . . MA.LCOLM X: 
STRUGGL.E F10R FRE!DOM. 22 
min. 1964. Filmed interviews with 
MalColm X in Piar1$ 3 mon_ths prior to 
his deatt\. He discuss.es the world 
wide unrest an41 struggle Blacks and 
nonwhites have for lnc!tependence 
f<om white colonialism. I.he need · to 
i n.ternationalize the problems and 
work through the U.N. is i;i i scussed is 
is the organ!zat lon of African States, 
nationalism and' general unrest in the 
World. · 
THE BLACK MUSLIMS SPEAK : 30 
min . 1968 . 
Malcolm Mug.ger i dge of BBC 
interviews seven young Black men 
and women about their beliefs as 
B lack M uslims and questions them as 
t o how the Black Muslim fits into 
American social structures. 
' • 
An invitation 
The Howard uni r~ity 
Community is invited t join the 
School of Law at its · nnual Mart in . 
Luther King Memoria.I Luncheon at 2 
p m today in Baldwin feteria. Rev. 
Jesse Jackson, Director of 
' ' Operation Breadbasket'' and 
1eci-pient of this year's memoria l 
award, will speak at the luncheon . 
Luncheo n tickets are 3.50 · per 
pe"rson . The affair is part of a 
week-long celeb·rati on ol LaW week, 
which w i l l be climaxed ' with the . 
B.lrristers' Ball tonight. 
' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. . . 
Economic 1 s s u e·s- -
• 
Department of Economics 
Presents 
Dr. Atvin .H . Harisen 
Professor of PolltiCal Economy 
Harvard, Emeritus 
' 
''Some' Pertinent · Econom'lc Issues'' 
Friday, Apr il 24, 1970 · · 
6 P.M. 
Room .105 L "ocke Hall 
Traffic Patterns · 
for inaugural 
Sixth ' Street : One-way • North from 
College Streer to Girard Sireet. No 
Parking on West S ide of Street . 
H6ward Place: 1 . O ne-w'ay east from 
Georgia Avenue to Sixth Street. NO · 
Parking on el·ther ' Side. 2. T.wo-way 
fror.i Fourth Street to Sixth Street . 
No Parking on ei.ther side. 
Fairmont Street: One-way west from 
Sixth Street t o Georgia Avenue. N o 
Parking .on either side .. 
Gira rd Street: One-Way west from 
Sixth Stree t to Georgia Avenue. N o 
Parking on either sioe. 
• Gresham Place; One-way west from 
Fifth Street t o Georgi a Avenue. N o 
Parking on--e11~er side. 
Harvard/s treet . One-way east fro m 
Georg(a Avenue q Fifth Street. N o 
Parking on so uth sid . , . . 
I 
• 
' 
. \ .. ~ . .·.... . . 
. . :···. ... ~-·~·:t'' ·.·''·1:....,.::;::;·::::::.:·:;:-:-::::::::::·:·:·· 
::::: ::::::::::::::::::,:::::·::::::::::;!;::::·· 
. ·.· .. ·.·.· .. ·.· ·. ·.· 
' Black is beautiful. 
Red is beautiful. 
White is beautiful. 
Yellow is beautiful. 
. -
• 
SPSC banquet . 
. ' SPSC, The Society of Physics 
Students, wll_I spo.nsor a banQuet on 
V"".ednesday, A ·prll 29', 1970 in acCOfd 
with President Cheek's fnauguratl~n 
ceremony. Dr : Wilk i ns, the 
dlstin9yfsh professor of· ma.ttiematll:s · 
of the l. physics d.epartment here at 
Ho'lt'ard University, wllt be' the guest . 
speake /. ( 
HILLTOP 1 
' 
-application~ 
available 
The ill LL TOP is presently In 
search of its l 9?0-71 staff, Ap-
plicatlofls for staff positions al-e 
now available In the Office /of 
Student Life, University Center, · 
and The HILLTOP office, 2215 
4'thStreet, N. w. 
For Individuals lntere.sted .[ In 
participating during the upcomihg 
ac·ademic year, a se·ries o~ M<:ih-. 
dax evening (6 p.m. ) rap se~- 1 
sions " 'ill be held this month 
at The HILJ, TOP offiee, ' 2215 
4th Street, N. w., to ans,Ver ques-
tions r elated to the paper's func-
tionlng. · . 
·. 
' 
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UNI.VERSITY of 'l~ciJj 
PE-V.NSYLV.4}.r!A .~'?,h 
Summer Sessions · '~ 
Room lSC , College Hall: 
C The Eqv1 la U,! e L• !e A~~u• aflce"Soc < e~y o l the Un ited S ta tes . New Yot k. N.Y. 1970 An lou e l Opp!)• tunoty [ mplove• . t.1 /f THE EQUITABLE 
. . 
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19104 
For a free 18" x 24" poster of this aclvertisement. write: The. Equitable, Dept . C, G.P.O. Box 1170, New York, N.Y. 10001 
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April 24 , 1970 ' THE HILL TOP - • ' 
~~~~-~~~-~---~~~~~~~~~~~--~~ ~~~~~~-I-1() ,Va rd · stude11ts p1·otest. 
-U~S. 1110 \'' C on T1~i11 idad 
(Continte<l fron1 page l) 
1' he st l1qen s endeu t11e statf:!-
ment b~· a all for t:. S. 1vitll-
dr awl fron1 3n:-' intencled i11ter.-
ferenc e, 
• '
1\Ve dema11d tl1at tl-i.e· 'C11ited 
' . States . governm ent recall all 
ships that have been dispatched 
. to tl1e area,'' the statement said. 
. ·Protest leade rs then decided 
to march to the \'ih!te House 
to register the student dissent 
\Vith u.s. -. policy in the most 
drarnat ic ·. manner possible. The 
idea \Vas to utilize student en-
thusiasm in a pr actical manner, · 
The mareh ro~te to the \Vhlte 
House \Vas n1ore than three miles 
long. The tired marchers reached 
. their destination abcut t'•'O hours 
a.'ter th_ey l1ad· begun. 
It \'las about 1: 30 p. m. as the 
' . ' 
chanting s tudents, L~ a IJ!ock 
ai1d a J1alf long column marcl1-
ing four abreast, left i;nain. 
campus and t:.eaded down Georgia 
;\\·enue ro 1J s t·reet. 
'' L" .S. out ()f Tri11ida(l, ' ' ar:.L 
''Keep the t1·oops . out , ·' l!iej 
chanted as tl1P.y c 1·osSe u l.' St 1·eet 
ancj headed do\rn 7th Street,. 
le,\1 citY policemen \Vere vis-
. it-le. l 'atroi Ca rs follo\v:ed the 
pfocessicin, stopping cars a t 
L11¥-:rsect ~ons . cJ1d gj\•ing tl1e 
de monst rators the rigJ1t of \Vay. 
T!1 ~ students ·i-eceived favo r able 
• • 
ref pons es from passerbys. A 
number. of persons standing j.n 
doo r,vays and looking out of win-
do"{n s miled app rovingly and re-
turned Black Power salutes. ;\ 
nurnber of students cal'r ied signs, · 
so!ne 'vhich irtdlcated that 
TriJ.1idad \vould not i)e a.1ot her 
'\t ie"t Nan11 no1· \ 'v"Ould it be a 
Laos or Can1bodia. 
'l' l1e derr1cr.strato1·s .1·e ached 7tl1 
3.Ild Pennsyl\1a11ia 1\\o.enue at 2:4 5. 
Everyone seen1eli · tired and 
• 
',,:a rm. l.' J1 e i.e1nper ature \\'as lr: 
the lo,ver / O' s and ' the sun \Vas 
' 1Jr ight. ' 
. Er1tl1usias1n r en1air.ecJ l1igh and 
students ''a1ked splr!iedi y Jo,,T, 
P eru.1sj·J,r3.ni"a ;~ venu€ tO'\\'ar d l 5t l1 
Street ai1d the \Vh!te !louse. ~1any 
of the demonstrators held up 
copies of T!:e EveningStarne,vs-
p~per which displayed in bold 
healdine " U.S. Ships Calle<I in 
Trinidad Riot." 
~!any persons "in the do,vnioY.'!1 
area looked 1nquisitlveiy at the 
marchers 'vho called out "Send 
tl1e troops to Rliodesia; se11tl the 
troops to South Africa; send the 
troops to hell.'' 
When the students reached 15th 
Street they turned up the street 
for a block and continued on to 
Pennsylv ania ·.·\ venue 011c e aga in 
::::nd tl1en to L.ayfayette ?ark 
::ic ross tile street fr om the P res -
idential mansion \vhe r e t l1ey 
r:ea rched in single file ' chanting 
cn! i- U.S, s logans , ( 
The protesters remained 
;ic ross tl1e street from the White 
- ' \ ]louse for more than 30 rwn-
utes. I·e,ver than 20 uriifor mt:d 
cit y, \Vhlte !louse, and Park 
policemen we re seen, The re• '"as 
no attempt on the _part of the 
police to intervene in the demon-
s tration, although a number of 
l.;rlef conversations were held by 
the policemen \vith the march 
leaders and marshalls • . >\ num-
ber of TV camer amen and news-
paper reporte r s scurried around -
to photo the event and to gather 
i11.formation. • 
- \Vhen the demonstrators left 
tl1e park area tl1ey marched once 
. ogaln do"-n Penns ylvania Avenue 
to 14th Street in a long column 
four abreast; most still chanted 
Black Po\ve r and ant i- .-\merican 
'' 
I 
l £'/- T '. ltt1(/14~r~ 
. . ~ 
;_/'/(?- I/</ 
- -· 
• 
' 
' 
, 
Howard marcher.; en route to the White House. The students were protesting U_ S. intervention in Tri,nidad. · . 
' 
slogans: -. • 
T!iey marched up 14th Street 
and back toward the Black com-
munity which began around 14th 
and R Str eets , Police o,f-fic ers on 
motorscooters once again pa-
t roled the line of march. The 
marche rs went along a route 
',vhlch took ·them by the liulks 
of burnt-out buildings , remnants 
of the Apr!!, 1968· riots in the 
Cistrlct 'vhich followed the mur-
de r of Dr. ~1artin Luther King, 
It \Vas about four o'clock 'vhen 
the demonstrators r eached 14th 
and U Streets, the hub of the 
Black community. The traific 
rush hour was beginning as the 
students marched up U Street and 
toward Georgia Avenue, complet -
ing their circuit which had taken 
them on a walk of mor e than 
seven miles . 
The marchers sang a piece 
from Leroi Jones poem, "Who 
Shall Survive 11.mer lca.'' 
11 \Vo shall survive r\ merica? 
\' ery few n'!ggers and no cr ackers 
at all. Power to the People; 
Black- Black Power to the African 
Peoples, '' they sang, 
From a march up Georgia 
. -\ nglade Phoio 
,\venue, the students headed down 
the -middle of W Street toward 
the Howar d Medical School whe re 
they turned up 6th Str eet and on · 
to the main campus quadrangle• 
\Vhe re they met once again on 
the steps of Douglass Hal-1 to 
dis cuss -what had been accom-
plished. 
'fhe people In Trinidad will be 
"motivated strongly \vhen they 
kno\v that Black brothers and 
sis ters of the world are with · 
them," s aid - Courtney Boxlll, ' 
pr esident of the Caribbean As-
sociation. " • 
Un.dergrad trustee candidates gi~e views on position 
By Karen Oliver ru1t since, "we 'vll l otherwise ~fective because of the disparity rolled on, apathy set in." He · older members 9f the Board. 
• 
Today undergraduate students 
will elect. their representative 
to the Board of Trustees. 
The four can<i!dates are Liber-
al . .. '\ rts junio1- Eric I-lug hes ; 
Liberal Arts sophomore; John 
\Va1·reI1; a,nd !-1 rpl1elius P aul Gat -
ling III, a ji111ior in the College 
• of Fine Arts-. 
I11 2. sp&ec l 'I"u€sciay· ir::. f r ont 
of Douglass I!all, Gat l ir~g 8tated 
that student pa rticip: tio11 of thr 
Boa1·d of 'P1·ustees ·vias i 1npo 1i~ 
. 
have no control over the de- in numbers. There are 28 non- feels that this is esjiecially bad In refusing to reve·al the tac-
cisions that aifect us, •• student members and two student today since the administration is tics he plans to use if ·elected ,. 
He f_elt, h9wever, that student members , . at ,th~s time more receptive, Scott declared, " When you are 
participation on the Board .was During a question and answer "Voices should be loude r now, •• t wo against 28, tactics must be 1 
ess~ntiallY. farcical! The l,'ea- period, Eric Hughes stated that he declared, , 'kept sec ret, " -
sonmg behind hs opinion is that one of the basic responsibilities l!ughes was disappointed ,vith Scott expects to ancounter a 
more than two studen~s .are qeed- of the Board of T rustees is to the r esults of the first election few problems ,\vlth ·the Board 
ed to represent 8, 000 students, rc:anipulate funds into the Uni- attempts . In his opinion It blat- of Trus tees. Orie is the fact that 
l{e s aid that students inust, verslty T reasur y. He pointed out antly pointed to student indiffer- "you can't be too outspoken with 
?·evertheless, take fl!lvantage of that most of the current Boar d erice to their own problems . older · members.' - I-le expect s 
this "tokenls.m." ir.e rn bers hold lm9ortant posi- Haghes believes that Ho,vard pe rsonality clashes 'vh!ch \Vil! be 
G:i.t ling, a ior1g \Vith., John Leo- _ • ti0ns in the \vhte business \vorld . ·. c-_ri L11stitution enabling, '" good, deepened l)J' tl1e chr onological .. 
nar ct , .expressed the feat that l'herefore, he said, since stu- qualified black instructor s to -do difference In years. 
s tudent participation may not be ~ts cannot meet this responst:- t11eir black thing.' ' John \V arren, the final speak-
~ i. ::i t:r '.':e shc:1:u r1otmake amajor '·'!.he tnte • directioh,'' staie9. er, -\vants to ''dispose .of·rhet-oric . 
is.s:.1e over !:1Jn1be1·s. :\dvocating · Eughes, 11 \vf1icl1 our universit~r 811d get do,vn to tactics . ' 1 
hoth a ·change ru1d reinterpre- should take \Viii lead to a Uni- \Vhile stating that there should 
::·! ion of · t J'1·s. society, Gatling l'ersity that meets t ile needs -of , be more student trustees, \\iarrerl 
- s;rrd c l1a112es ' I ll ind; 
• • ' --
, 
• cl ecides to 1·e 1n a111 Hl~ . at ·' 
• il v Pelirl Ste1va rt 
Donald By rd, r1ote<.l j azz r.-:usi-
c ian ai1ci mus ic ir1structo r in the · 
Col le ge of Fine Arts , l1as been 
the subject, of m'\ich conver sation 
on campus during the past week, 
as a result of Nina Simone's 
announcem.ent of his resignation 
during her s~cond performance 
Monday night. 
Being controversial Is not new · 
to Byrd, because during the two 
' years that he has been here, he 
has suggested and attempted 
things novel to Howard Unlvers-
• ity, And finally, like many be-
fore . him who have found lt nee- -
essary to go against the natul'al 
tendencies · of this institution, 
Byrd submitted his resignation 
last week. Fortunately, although 
the notice was accepted by Dean 
Lawson, . fol lowing a conference 
with President Cheek, Byrd, up- _ 
on Cheek'$ request, decided to , 
remain at Howard, 
:1at1on \'.:as also, ir1 pJ.rt1 ci. 
st rategic move to heighten the 
1J1terest of the students in the 
' problems of the University. He 
contends that " one of the basic 
things students have not done is 
demano what ls rightfully 
theirs. " His change of mind, he 
said, was ''beCause of Cheek,'' 
\vhom Byrd feels ls sincere about 
wanting to make changes. 
"1 tried to reflect the senti-
ments of the students," the out-
spoken teacher I artist said, ex-
plaining his reasons for request-
ing changes. Byrd's Interest in 
'l:lls ~tudents Is no less than the · 
t1nterest and enthusiasm that they 
. have ,shown for his teaching. One 
of his classes, "The History of 
J azz, •• ls the largest In the Uni-
versity,_ because he does not feel , 
that it is necessary to limit 
. the numbers, . since the inform-
ation Is valuable to 3!1 students. · -
called for 11c ultural together- vur people, 1 · st1·essed tl1e fac t ti1at tl1eir ef~, 
. ness.'' He 'vants to see the poll- ._ Ile. does not fores ee over pe r- fec tiveness cloes not iie in-nu mJ 
C)1 m;.k i11g f)O\ver ''m'eaningfully ~ onalit;.1 or id~oloR',, y clashes· with be rs .: ::llone> Out, i··ather '' It 'd 
, , I . 
sL.:re6' ' < ·:1ong tho llowardcom- the older members of the Boar d an issue,to- issue type thing and -
·r1t:J1i t :: a.I:d ?J1 eradic.at ion of of T rustees. ' ' You'v~ got to go t11e; support tl1e students giv~, 
" tieadlocks l>_et,veen opposing in there ai1d rleal with the issue their representative will Be mos~ • 
forces.•i He did not s tate any ·· - ·11ot semantics or pe rsonalities . important. '' l 
plans he, has to effect these \Vhen you th row a hard line at !le sees "selling himself to 
changes . a man he immediately goes on the Boar d of Trustees without 
Before beginning hs prepared the defensive and nothing is ac- betray1ng the people he repre-
speech_, Erle Hughers,thesecond compl!shed." , sents as a potential problem, 
· speaker , dispelled the rumor that One pr oblems he sees, how~ "The board of Trustees,•• he 
he is a white m an. ' 'I won't state ever, \vith the Boar d might 9e. believes, ''does not anticipate 
\vho may have started this rumor, "game playing'' but he believes a diplomatic student, '' therefore · 
but I am a Black man,' ' he that this pan be elemlnated by • he intends to balance diplomacy 
s aid, clearly demons~rating a desire to . with persistence. 
• Hughes has a r ich record deal only wit.h issues. _ The recurring theme of War-
of service to Howard University, Concluding his speech on Tues- ren's speech was the need for 
He has served as Chairman on day·, Hughes remarked that the planning. "Next to ultity, plan-
the HUSA Broader Horizons ·_ feeling which was demonstrated ning Is what Black people lack 
Committee as, Co-Chairman of at the 10:30 Nina -Simone Show most," he stated; • . 
HUSA Jazz Workshop, Hughes · should not be allowed to die, In answer to a question on the 1 
was one of three senators who The next speaker was Leonard more crucial needs of the student ! · 
: presented the resolution to the Scott who began by expressing body Hughes stressed the ·pro- · .-
Trustees requesting student par- disappointment in what he· has blems of an incompetant faculty' 
ticipat!on, Last year he was fowid at Howard. Before entering and curriculum Inadequacies, He 
selected by the Student Associa- he had believed Howard to be also called 'for an end to enroll- ·· 
as the most outstanding senator, a "Mecca for Black students,•• ment of more students than can 
• but has not found this to be true. be adequately,accomodated, War-
• • 
Byrd revealed that the cause 
of his · original decision to leave 
was a conversation that he had 
held recently with Lawson· and 
Cheek, in which he expressed 
his de~ire to see _ suc_b ventures 
as an ac,ive University press 
begin, Byrd said_ that this was 
only a part of a. suggestion he 
had made concerning the ••cor-
poration'' of the University. ••The 
management 'ot a Ul)lverslty Is 
like big busiliess. But here there 
Is a iow-caltber. ot professlonq1-
Byrd's Interest In the students 
has been proven by his success-
ful attempts to get recording ton-
tracts for the Gospel Choir, and · 
publishing the tunes of $dents, 
such as Charles Heodrick11, who 
wrote "Weasu•• on Byrd's most 
recent· album. 
Hughes• current activities in- Concerning the student body, ren believes that the need to ex-
. elude membership 'on President Scott declared, "Light skinned, pand evening courses and to 
· Cheek's Task Force lnvestiga- -straight . haired Blacks (at change admissions standards ' 
1sm ,, ·. . 
. . - . 
Byrd adlil~ that . bis realg-
--
' 
' 
• 
Now that he has decided to 
stay, tbe popular instructor In-
tends " to continue to work for 
changes. One ,of ~main con-
cefl!S .Is gettlDg young, new tac- _ 
ulty . '!llembers oo tbe staff. "If 
:l'CNlli!:er faculty members come ID 
and"do SOD1 e'.btnc, JllaYbe the old 
•:11es wUI get 611 their •sses.'' 
- ' 
• 
ting the feasibility of a- School Howard) are separated from were pressing. Leonard Scott 
ol Communications. • darker blacks wearing natural wants the ••crediblllty gap•• , 
In an Interview Hughes stated hairstyles. It's time tor , this to bridged. 
1 
that this is an excellent time stop." · ·' One student asked the can- 1 for progress to be made because According-to Scott, the curri- dictates what· . "special mecb-
the Board now consists of more - · culum at Howard University is aniSms•• will be used to learn ' 
young members than ever be- dead, the faculty 1s· inco111P9ten the true'_ feelings of students on ' 
tore. These people, be asserts; and a lack ot contact 1letween ad· · given issues, 
are aware of students• problems, 'mlnlstratloll and students forces " The trustee should use his r 
are more open and are eager to· the. latter to ''bow ~ scrape own lnt_eWgelice, •• replied Gat-
close the gap between · students before the powen that be.'' · ' llDg. · , · · · - ' 
ljlld adm!Jiistrators. ' : Scott went ,cin to say tbat the. 1111&1.eS felt it waa PeceSsary 
. ~Wiien I · eutered -~,, problems at ~•are 'many for ~ frilatee not tO Isolate ' 
H·c"•s c,oa11ni1ad ·••11ecple--J'e anrt -an etrective stOd@t t~ee . ·blmself. -trom the istudent and ~ly ldet1a11i, lial is time . - · ll!llll be tactJcaJ .. li> deallni with - tj) ''lit•• p1$Jit in nery leg • 
• •• • • • , •• • • • :··
1 
• : .·, •• ·_ . . ,. - - .~i 11 clUl!f ~nlvenBY~.'·' - , . 
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I . Harris, Stewart· to. vie for 
HUSA presidency P?St Healthy r~sponse t~ resolutions 
Bv R-Obert Taylor • 
• 
. With exactly two weeks before 
• student government el~tlons, the 
race for the presidency of Howard 
University· Student Association 
(HUS A) appears fu be a contest 
between two well known campus 
personalities - Michael Harris 
· and Anthony Stewart. 
These two ·emerged as the 
declared candidates from a field 
of four probable contenders·· for 
Howard's highest student govern-
ment. position. Each of the bther 
two, Hank Smith. present y1ce 
President of HUSA and BUI Chea-
tam present HUSA Treasurer, 
· said that there was lltUe pos-
sibility that he wauld run, 
Harris and Stewart were re-
cently interviewed and asked to 
· discuss their respective cam-
paigns and programs. 
When asked, what will be your 
priorities If elected president 
.pf HUSA? Harris, a junior from 
• ,Chicago, responded that his would · 
be the initiation of a project 
in Washington, D.C. which would . 
"Link the university and . the 
community." 
Commentb\g, l' Am'erlca is 
prepared ti\ commit . genocide 
against Black people," Harris 
cited the need for· Howard to in-
volve herself in action and unity 
by saying. "We as Black people 
don't have much time and Howard 
. has been too wrong for too Jong." 
Responding to the same ques-
tion of priorities, Stewart, a 
junior who like · Harris has been 
involved in campus politics since 
he was a freshman, said, "M y/ 
priorities will lay in the interest 
of the majority of the students." 
· He continued, ''I would like to 
see student government brought 
back to ±he students." The ,Akron 
Ohio native proposed that a iir~t 
step in this direction should be , 
the removal of student govern-
ment offices from the thir(I floor 
in the Student Center to a trailer 
on main campus,, thereby putting 
student government in an "active 
and mobile'' position in order·to 
. . . 
. reduce student apathy toward stu-
dent government; 
Stewart went on to list several · 
more of his priorities Including 
more scholarships to stude.nts . 
from low-Income famijll.es, 
closer communication ,aniong · 
Black s c ho o 1 s throughout the. 
country, making free to students 
all . services, shows, and ,events 
at Howard, and investigation of 
the 'possibility of dividing Howaz;d 
into two schools - an upper and 
a lower level. . 
On the que'Stion of what new 
direction he would like to see 
Howard move in Michael Harris 
said, "A direction of unifica-
tion of dark-skinned people the 
· world .over.'' He further stated, 
"If this university Is to be, mean-
ingful, it must have a Pan-Afri-
can line.'' · 
. . 
Referring to bhe other people 
running on his ticket. as dedicated, 
' 
Opinion 
Harris said, "We are committed 
to · unity'' therefore. "We are 
running an educational and pr<>'-
. Black campaign.'' He suggested 
··. that some necessary Howard pri-
orities at th.ls time should be the 
establishment of · a ualverslty 
. press, complete renovation of 
the • Moorland Room, 24-bour 
library hours, an(! that campus , 
guards should become more con" 
cerned with aiding and protecting 
Students than with worrying about , 
buildings being taken over. 
Harris continued by listing four 
major priorities for the Black 
race in · America. These were 
greater political education, the 
• acquiring of more technical . 
skills, better ability at recogniz~ 
. Ing the enemy, and greater com-
mwtication. He said, ''Howard 
must play a crucial role in this.'' 
Anthony Stewart commented on 
the question of a new direction 
for Howard, "I would like to 
see a progressive direction. Ho- · 
ward should prepare Black people 
• • to deal with themselves and not 
J\ecessarialy with the system . '' 
He said, "Black people should 
first seek a degre'e of safety and 
safety comes through self-de-
fence." He felt that Blacks would 
then be in a position to negotiate. 
When queried on the alleged 
(contradition between being Black 
and a Greek, Stewart commented, 
"Que SI Phi is not political; 
· I am." He suggested that people 
view the fraternity "solely as a 
.social organization because 
that's 'the context. I take It in.'' 
. . 
Both candidates said that the 
campaign should deal with Issues 
and not with personalities. ·. 
Harris was a~"s k e' ct how he 
viewed his oppo~itlon and he 
. replied, "! think 4t•s tragic that 
Tony (Stewart) c!\oose to yield 
to the pressure<il'' of the status 
quo." (note: Ha:riii;,; and Stewart 
were initially on t~ same ticket 
with Harris as ;candidate for 
president and Ster-vart as vlce-
presldentlal candl,date.) .Harris 
continued, "We. tlfought we had . 
• a unified ticket; l he ticket· we 
had defied all traditions. of the 
campus.'·' ~ · . 
· When asked how.
1
1ie viewed his 
opposition Stewart simply said, 
"I don't deal with 1µiy opposition. I am concerned with myself as a 
candidate and ttili situation at 
· Howard.•·• - · ., 
Both. Harris and • Stewart have 
been very active in.' campus , af-
·fairs since their freshman years. 
Harris was president of his 
' Freshman class, he was political 
director· of Ujama, and as a 
sophomore he was a Liberal Arts 
senator to HUS A:; He currently 
holds no campus qffice. 
Stewart was his sophomore 
class . representative to LASC, 
he ls presen~ly , a senator to 
HUSA and ls on the Student Rela-
tions Committee _of the .BQard .• 
of Trustees, · 
• 
• 
• • i . 
- ' 
, I 
When ·-~ the . leadership con~ 
ference was held in November, 
1969, sev'lral res.olutlons w•re 
made concerning the health pro-
g;ram. On I January 21, 1970, In 
a memo tp Dr. T,E. McKinney 
Jr., Vlce1Pres. for Academic 
Affairs, IDr. Samuel B. Mc-
Cottry Jr., Director of the Uni-
versity Health Service, presented 
the following comments on the 
above mentioned resolutions • . 
Resolution #1 
That three physicians be added 
to the staff: 
Comment: 1one . Unlvei;slty 
· Physician has been added to 
the staff effective December 
1969. This position was in-
tended . to be filled by a . 
physician. who would be pri-
marily responsible for the im-
mediate llealth supervlsl~ of 
Varsity Athletes. Steps are 
·being tak,en at present to fill 
this po5l~lon. At least two more 
phy.slcians ·are being reauested 
' . ln the 1970-71. budget asldngs. 
Resolution #2 • 
That the salaries of profes-
sional personnel (physicians 
and nuz;ses) be ·brought .im-
mediately oil par with those 
of comparable personnel . in 
government, and that salaries , ' 
for other positions .l>e raised 
sufficietjtly to attract qualified · 
· persorin~), and to demand ab.et-
ter quallt;: of performance. 
from present incumbents. 
c0ment: Physicians - Salaries of 
physicians have been recently 
placed on the appropriate sc'!1e 
to compare with government 
positions; howeve·r, . the pa)1 
scale runs one year lleh!nd that 
of the 'government, the dif" 
ference ·expected to be made 
up at the end of the fiscal 
year. . · 
Nurses - The s al a rie s ·of 
nurses are still below those 
·Con~titution 
subver-sive 
• 
• 
• l. s 
? 
• • • 
(CPS)-c'.'We hold these truths 
to be self evident, that all men 
are created equal, that they are · 
endowed by their creator with 
certain inalienable rights, that 
among ttiese are life, liberty 
· and pursuit of happiness.'' 
. . . 
The · above portion of the 
Declaration of 1ndependence was 
recently read to 252 American 
qrs at .a base in West Germany, 
in an experiment conducted by 
the University of Maryland's 
overseas division. The soldiers 
were asked to sign if they agreed. 
' 
Not haiving .· been told where 
the ·quote came from, the Gls · 
were wary. · 73o/o of them re- • 
fused to sign the statement be-
cause they were afraid it was 
suiJ1;erslv,e. · •• 
' . 
is iJ.ur Justice.? • Where 
' . 
I 
Being Black in itself is apain-
ful experience, it ls a:n experience 
· of hate in psychelellc colors, lt 
is an exp_erlence of ''Love Qolls'' ,_ 
which sell for ten .cents a dozen 
' 
and come fully dressed In white 
sheets and hoods. 
Being Black Is an experience 
of beauty, such · as a collage 
formed from the remna:nts of a 
·bombed automobile. 
Being Black brings about such 
a peace until Biack people have 
to. die, women have to be tor-
tured and beaten, children have 
to suffer abuses and starvation 
anU Bl ick men have to ''peace-
full 3,1 '.' suffer the eml)arr·assment 
of having· tl1ei r women obtain 
better jobs and salaries. ·This 
is the Justice that Black people 
have. It ls . an• •unjust Justice. 
It is a:1 wlfalr atbempl to el11ninate 
an elen1ent of this society wljich 
·-· . 
or1ce \\.' as an economic boon e; 
uut is ' now a.I1d economic bur-
den. 
w 11r:1'E IS otiR JUSTiCE??"?? , 
in t l1e n1idst of pai.n ru1d mis -
. 
By Barbara1 Womack 
I fortune . we soinetlmes wonder 
' 1·, 
where the justice Js. Is it some-· 
where disguis·ed ln a Rat suit 
' . 
or . does it oink like a pig? Is 
j~stlce seif 'imposiid or - It.is 
~- .......... .._££ ... Q...,J.C; ,., . 
To be Black !ncthe midst of 
injustice is like ', an eunuch in 
.. . 
the midst of a thoosand nympho-
maniacs. To .be ''fllack in the 
midst of injustjce .is like crying, -
but unable to stteq;.tears. ·. 
Society has denied us justice, 
equality, liberty, freedom and 
the right to manifest our own 
destinies. To W · Black in the 
midst of such denials is like 
g'Oing into a lions den sandv.1iched 
betWeen · two blo0dy carcasses . _ 
Will Black people ever find 
t rue justice in a 
1 
countr y \vl1ose 
t)rinciples . are found€d on g·ross .. 
injustices ? Will • Black people ' . 
ever have equality in such an 
-· imperialistic. r1atibr1 ·as Ame rica '! 
Will Blacks ever have total free-
dom? To be . Blaok \Vithout free- · 
· doni is like an' inexperienced 
1.n ar1 \Valkinrr a tii:rhtrope without 
,, r 
• • 
a net underneath him. 
. . The problem . of Black people 
ls that we haven•i decided whether 
we want to ' exist or not. ~ a 
people we must exist and we must 
continually remind ourselves that 
we will exist. To be Black in 
the midst of being non-existent . ·. 
is like being on a desert island 
· without sustenance and watch-
ing a package .float ashore only . 
to find Its contents to be · a box 
of prophylactics, 
• 
. 
• 
Get Ready! Coming in May 
in Concert 
RARE E.ARTH 
ALLMAN BROTHERS 
Follow the H l LL l'OP 
for further information 
I 
• 
• 
By Barbara W.omack 
in government and are also 
below recent new scales unde.r 
which the nurses of Howard 
University's Freedmens Hos~ 
pita! are currently betiig paid • 
Steps are being taken to re-
quest the correction of this 
oversight. ·. 
Resolution #3 
That a Health Service Fee be 
specifically included in each 
student's fees to provide a 
sufficient budget for the Uni- _ 
verslty Health Service. 
Comment: The Director of the 
Health Ser\ilce has recom-
mended to the Council on Health 
Affairs that there be clearly-
stated health fees with written 
benefits to which the student 
or other patient ls entitled. 
·Resolution #4 
That there be Immediate Im-
plementation of . the already 
proposed perinament plan for 
transport of sick and injured 
Howard students, 
Comment: There has been no 
Implementation of · proposed 
plan. 
Resolution #5 
• 
That the director of the Health 
Service .be iilv6!veil in any , 
studies or decisions on · the 
Health of the University Com-
munity • 
Comment: Recently the Director 
of the Health Service has been 
. appointed to the cowicil on 
. Health Affairs as . well as the 
Committee OQ Drug Ab\JSe and 
is functioning with both of these 
bodies. 
Resolution. #t3 
That there be immediate in-
vestigation to d et e r m I n .;· 
whether the student body should 
be covered by hospitalization . 
from . . a commercial carrier. 
Comment: The Health Service 
' 
• 
.has several proposed hospital-
ization plans from commercial 
carriers and non-profit organ- .. 
lzatlons. What Is needed is · 
discussion and consideration · 
• 
·, 
• 
• 
of the overall problems by a 
body to include various ~le-
. ' 
ments o~ the University which 
wlll then make an appropriate 
' I • 
recommendation Qfthe admini-
stration. · I ·· 
Resolution #7 
That the health Service become· 
. . 
autonomous, and report to the 
VicecPresldent for Health fl!" 
fairs: · 
Comment: The Director of 
· Health Ser v l·c e haii recom-
mended to Counc-U on Health 
affairs that the Health Service 
• should be autonomous, report 
to . the central . administration 
of the Unlverslty---the Vlce-
i>resldent for Health Alf't1rs • 
CHOIR NUMBER TWb 
Of THE 
' MT. HO.REB BAPTIS 
CHURCH 
presents ! 
• 
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1V:R. GLENN LIT·TLE · 
' 
• 
~ ORGAN0~EC TAL :. 
SUNDAY·, MAY 3, 19.70 , 
- . i , 4:00 P.M. • ' 
at -
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• 
1500 9th Street, N.W. 
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' . A ' new professional performing troupe seeks a 
. . 
multi-talented person • 1n 
CHOREOGRAPHY, MUSIC .or 
ability, in 2 or 3 areas) 
DANCE, DRAMA, 
MIME (must have 
• 
• I . . 
• I 
\ 
" 
$500 $700 (commensurate with experiE_!nce) Seven· 
weeks· June 21 to August 16. 
. j i -
• 
' 
.Call June Allen - 424-6956 before '9:00 A.M . 
. • ! . 
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Nina Simone • sings, rap·s, _.dances 
• 
• 
• 
The second performance of the 
Nina Simone concert was a fitting 
initiation to the purpose of : 
Inauguration. Week as .' stated 
by Cheek--the unification of the 
campus • . The Nina Simone con-
certs were the first in a week-
long series of campus presenta-
tions <\urlng Inauguration! Week". 
In the secondperformanceMon-
day night, Nl,na tnacted her role 
as "high priestess of soul.'' 
She taught us and we listened. 
She admonished us and we took 
heed. She i,nsult.ed . qs and we 
applauded. 
''The Enforc.ers,'' . with 
trumpet, tenor sax, drums, .and 
orgari, opened' the lO::iOprogram 
with a loud, .fast number. Sonny 
Covlngton's piercing tru'mpet 
compelled the .audience to get 
Involved with his music. 
The Enforcers performed 
''Hey Jude'' in seetions, with 
quiet, melodic interludes offset-
t!I)g each· of the uniquely artangep 
sections; Covlngton's trumpefgot 
"good" to him several times 
• • 
and the audience was thrilled at 
businessmen 
the · love- making. spectacle right 
before their eyes. Wheeler 
couldn't quite get the combo to 
back up his saxophone~ · He tried 
for some quiet, sensuhl tones1· but the insensitive d•um1merkept 
beating out loud, monotonous rock 
'n ' roll rhythms. It was as If the 
or ganist and drummer had never 
before played behind Wheeler's 
sax. The contrast between Cov-
ington's. and Wheeler's rapport 
with the rest of the ·combo, was 
unbelleveable. . · 
In "Theme from the Electric · 
Surfboard'' the trumpet and sax 
really "got It toge~her." They 
quite nicely executed frequent 
tempo changes, and the origanlst' s , 
.solid blues background really 
came to life In the number. 
Wh-eeler arid his sax.finally dis-
covered friendly terrilory in 
"Sailing Home" in which the 
sax and trumpet again ·explored 
each other's wave lengths in a 
duet. . 
All in all, Covlngton's natural 
hammlness and exceptional 
musical theatrics were exciting 
and Imaginative, showing strong 
• 
. 
traces of· Masekela.. Perhaps 
. . 
Wheeler (the saxophonist) shotild 
find another combo that's more 
sensitive to His interpretations. 
Nina entered with grace and 
humility, which, however short-
lived, was a joy to experience. 
With delicate Inflections and a 
soft and sensitive piano ac-
companiment, Nliia sang he r first 
rendition of "lllack Is the Color 
of My True Love's Hair.'' The 
audience hushed comJ?lete)y In 
order to hear every quiet chord, 
every soft tone • .,Her combo 
timidly and : respectfully added 
a sound here ~d t.here, en.-
hancing, never accompanying, 
this presentat ion. The second 
r endition of the .song ·requi\-ed 
a vocal solo from the guitarist 
The third rendition of "Black 
Is the Color, •• " was an angry, 
soulful chant, The audience spon-. 
taneously chanted along with lier. 
Then, when Nina stood up from . 
the piano and danced, at least 
a hundred people (mostly meri1 
ran to the· front of Cramton to 
see her better. Nina oresented .. 
~ . monologue about Howard's 
Graduate· trustee seeks 
de-formalization . of HU 
• 
By Gwen Ross i' 
. .. 
• 
or· spiri·ted 
diseases (all r.aclal in natur7.l; 
she told of h~r horror at Donald 
Byrd's resignation from the 
music faculty, praising Byrd's : 
genius; . she spoke of Africa's 
richness. Goin~ back to the piano, 
she played as delicately and in- . 
tensely as she had danced. On·e 
of the audience climbed on the 
stage, hesitated, and then hugged 
her. Warmly, she returned his 
hug, Evidently he wasn't one of 
the "diseased'• and loathesome 
Howardltes she had spoken of. 
Several times during her ofc 
·ferlng of "Morning of My· Life" 
she stood up and bowed 101v and 
long, She loved that applause and 
she got plenty of It. 
With 11Stizanne'' she ended her 
singing, Requiring that Cram ton 
be dar~ened, she whispered 
sketches of African women. She 
·called King her "Black Jesus.'' 
· She advised us to "heal'' our-
selves, to 11 get guns, form al-
liances, p·ractlce shooting, judo, 
and karate.' ' · 
Confiding that she was not arr 
entertainer and only used the 
stage as .a medium by which to 
transmit her teaching, Nina asked 
us to chant : "Un4:Y us--don't 
divide us.' ' Once again her ad-
mirer jumped on· the stage and · 
performed a creative soul dance, 
. expr.esslng ideas such as: thro\v 
. . 
bombs, shoot rifles, fire mach.lne 
' ' 
• 
. ' 
audience' 
• 
' 
• 
' I 
I 
. • I guns. He and Nina performed a 
. soulful pas de deux. ·Nina lni 
vlted others on the ..'stage to 
• • join ·the two of them. 
When, after a half .hour, she , 
wanted the stage cleared, she did. 
so with ease. How mai:iY other 
performers has Cramton se~n 
with so ml!Ch authority and stage 
presence? How many performers 
in· Cr amton have seen s uch re~ 
spect .from the audience? Hovl · 
' manx such unique experiences 
have we known in our lives '? · 
,. . 
• 
A committee cJr so\ne of the· 
nation's top . bus1ness educators 
met recently · with P ..resident 
James E. Cheek and ' o!her Ho-
ward University officials to 
'assist with th·e planning of the 
Univei;slty's School of Business 
Administration whlch Is che-
duled to open in September. 
f "Counselor, Draft Information 
Center, 1969-70 ••• Staff memper 
The Barrister, 1969-70 ••• Mem-
ber, ''Committee of Nine'' in 
Law School Boycott, 1969. 
President Second YearCJass, 
School of Law, 1969-70. 
... Vice President, Black Amer!-, 
can Law Students Association 
· Bl<fck song·stress elabora.tes 
on racial, polittcal vi'ews ' 
Dr. Edward D. lrc;>ns, chair-
man of the Department. of Busi-
ness Admlnistr.atton; said the 
·committee Is assisting \Vlth plan-
ning "a sound School· of Busi-
• ness that would move rapidly to~ 
ward accreditation while en-
deavoring ; to be responsive to 
the problems of economic de-
velopment 'of the nation's. inner 
cities.' ' . · 
In seeking advice from the 
Committee , President Cheek em-
phasized that while Howard Uni-
versity wishes to meet the highest · 
' . 
standards possible in .~m9rican 
Business Ef.lucation, 11.._ wishes 
to be unique In the services. it 
renders to the nation. 
The Ad Hoc ·committee said 
the c hanging environment in 
which Howard University will 
have to Pecruit both students 
and faculty will require. a fund-
!J\g . program that would com-
pete :Within this changing environ-
ment. They en1phasized the need 
for -exteD-siVe scholarship funds 
as well as a co mpetitive salary 
for faculty : ! 
. The Howard University Board 
of Trustees approv.ed the 
establishment of aSchooiof Bus!-
• 
ness Administration at l}s meet-
(BALSA)... • 
So reads the recent record of 
Johnny "J. B." Butler, a man 
who describes himself as the 
"m:'n behind the political scene'; 
'during much of his · career at 
• • 
' ' Howard. · 
This March, Butler de~ided to 
take a major step onto IJ~ward's 
poljtical stage - and enter the 
race for the grad-professional 
. student trusteeship. 
"This election was one op~ 
.portunlty that students couldn't 
afford to blow, sal? Butle~ dur-· 
.Ing an lntervie\v this week. · "! 
felt I could best circumvent them 
blowing this opportunity for 
meaningful participation by pur-
suing the position; rather than 
working behind someone else," 
Butler's bid for the ·position 
. was doubly successful µi that 
he defeated opponents Thurman 
Evans and Vernon Smith in the 
March 20th election and again 
in last week'.s re-election. 
Between . receiving numerous 
congratul ations from fellow law · · 
students; ~Butl~r discussed his 
.overall· goals and pl.ans as a 
Board member. 
By Beverlv Lanier 
As)<ed whether he anticipated 
any problems in his relations \vlth · 
tbe senior board members, But-
ler · replied, ''There \Vill be 
those \vho ·will still have reser-
vations about · student participa-
. tion; however, because of my 
proclivity to deal with any res 
(situation), I don't foresee .any 
major obstacles in that regard.'' 
In reference to his platform in . 
: which he expTessed his desire for 
more favor able learning condi- . 
tions, Butler cal\ed for a ,de- · · 
foJ·mallzatlon of !he University. 
"The. University, he assert-
'ed," should sho\VI concern for 
men, specifically, the student and 
his ultimate welfare, as opposed 
to being an arena of formality." 
Butler sees the grad -profes-
• • ing in January. . . 
" , Emphasizing that he a1ms to 
be a voice or instrument of the 
students, Butler said, "I wil l 
first s.eek to establish ,real lines 
of . communication between the 
students and the Board. 1 "Stu~ 
slonal students as instrumental 
'Tlie Dutchman' · 
continues 
. . 
~ dent \Vil! make the decisions ; 
I will articulate them/ >\!tempt- · 
Ing at all times to maintain open 
lines of communication bet,veen 
myself .and students," I· 
Butler stated that he would not. 
. . 
in this de- formalization process. 
One of his major thrusts, will be 
to unite the grad-professional 
students, not only to help them-
selves, but to help the unlver-
, sity community. ''Gradu-profes -
sional students must be made to 
realize Jhat they don't operate in 
tly Pearl Stewart · • 
enthusiasm pleas d her, she 
Following her phenomenally 
su}:cessful performances ~1onday 
night, Nina Simone, exhausted but 
no less exuberant than she was 
.on stage, granted a brief back-
stage Interview that did not in-
• 
elude. the usual light chatter of 
female performers. 
After being informed. that her 
• performance evoked a greater 
response from the Cramton au-
dience than any others in recent 
yea1·s , the Black songstress re- -
plied somewhat surprised, 
''Really? I'm very gl ad . '' But 
·then she frowned slightly and 
asked, 11 Did the}' really hear 
me? Did they believe me?" 
- Nina was referring to the state-
ment she had made during the 
shows, urging the· students to 
become aware of themselves as 
Black people, and to use their 
time and skills ·to save then1-
selv'es and Ho\v ard from 11 dro\vn-· 
Ing," Conce rned ·about whether 
·her words would remain In the 
minds of her audience, she · 
·elaborated on some of the things 
she had said and sang on stage . 
Particularly, Nina stressed the 
need for a . knowledge of self-
deferlse; and an attitude of ser-
iousness. 
"instead of partying and getting 
high a)1d drunk on the weekend, 
they should practice self-
defense'1 • . She said this in con-
nection \vith a previous state-
ment concerning_ the · studpnt_"' 
dancing on stage during her sho\v. 
Although Nina ·said that their 
. . 
added , "They sh I have some 
place to · put _ i ener gies.'' 
• . In addition to learning 
the physical asp ts oI self-de-
fense, Nina ur~ed students to 
spend time findin,i;, out about such 
· \vhite org·anizat1ons as the 
Minutemen and the John Birch · 
Society. She said tyat 1t1s neces-
sary to know what \vhltes are · 
doing to Black people, and i: 
necessary, to use soine ofthei:· 
t ac tics in 1·evers e. _ 
.~ter repeating a statement 
• 
she had made during her per-· 
formances: 11 You must become 
little · monsters for a short 
\vhile, '' she added, ' 1 y0u've been 
human beings too long, Stop look-
ing so delicious to \vhite peo-
ple.'' Instead, she said, ''We 
must 1learn to hold ourselves 
to ourselves for ourselves.'' She 
explained that this Includes pa-
tronizing Black stores, and gen-
erally spreading, our money 
among Black people. • 
I . 
On the subject Qf .mon~y, Nina ·· 
Inserted the fact that wl>ite coun-
• • 
tries are profiting from 1\frlca's 
wealth-- "the richest continent 
in the \vorld ... tl)e mother coun- " 
try.'' . 
Throughout the interview, Nina 
repeated passionately, 11 I\1ake 
them understand, make them un-
derstand what they must do,'' 
The11 she reminded her ''young, 
gifted, and Black'' brothers and 
s isters; 11 The \Vorld belongs to 
you.'' 
Festi val .. co.m mittee .Plans 
The Back Alley Theatre an-
nounces that, by popular demand, 
tt 1s . extending for one week-
.end only its current production 
of DUTCHMAN by LeRol Jones 
and .ARIA DA CAPO by Edna 
St, Vincent Millay,· 
\ Both sho1v, which have been \ depend exclusively on the ·.pre-
sent student government struc- . 
ture, but · would also rel y cin in-
formal contacts with . sfudents 
' a political or professional vac-
uum," iJ1sisted Butler. A draft 
counselor ~lmself, Butler ad-
vocates grad students using their 
skills and knowledge to assist 
fellow students and others In 
~ · · .,c 1 T d pain t-1n . 1Qr ues ,a«y · 
• 
schedul~d . to run Thursday to Sun-
day evenings iintll April 26th 
will no.w be extended for the 
week-end uf May ,1st and May 
2nd, for Friday anb Saturday 
nights only, at 8:30 p,m, 
T.tckets may .be picked up at 
the box office which is open· 
Wednesday to Sunday evening 
·from 7:00 p.m. Mail orders are 
.also being accepted and can be 
by writing to: The !lack Alley 
Theatre, 1365 Kennedy Striet, 
N,W., Washington, D,C., 20 11, 
Please enclose a self-addres ed, 
stamped envelope, telephone 
number, and dates ofpreference. 
For further Information, call 
the box office after 7:00 p.m., 
or call during the day and leave 
a message, Your call will be 
returnee\. The telephone number 
of The Back Alley Theatre is: 
723-2040. I 
In the various schools and 
colleges. . 
A Howard gr aduate, iButler 
feels that his 7-year stay at the 
university has ac quainted him 
with many of the people who are 
actively involved In their schools. 
"These persons,'' he explain-
ed, ''will tend to be more honest 
In their articulation of the state 
of things within their schools, 
whereas student officlal!s are 
often affected by political pres-
sure and less able to perceive 
the actual state of affairs. 
Maintaining such personal con-
tacts, he added, would tend to 
make student government more 
functioning, less concerned with 
the organizational procedures, 
and more represenfatlve qf stu-
dents. 
• the community. ; 
Butler gave · as examples, the 
• medical or dental students speak-
ing to .heallh classes on per-
tinent Issues and problems or the 
law students advising parking 
violators on their rights. 
"Many of the students want to 
assume the airs of the profes-
sion without ·being responsive 
as persons with ptofesslonal ex-
pertise,'' noted \But~er, polnt-
lng to med stude0ts..Jvho "pro-
file on main campus . in their 
white c,oats or law stuc!ents ·who 
congregat.e at ••Murph's" supp.er . 
club to philosophize on law. 
Butler declined to discuss any 
speclflc Issues, saying that .he 
wanted . to get tµs bearings on 
the Board before dealing with 
such matters, 
. laid on· the field, and gaiions of 
The festival affiliated with the \Vater soluble pa!n't \viii be pro-
1\frican Heritage Studies As- vided for students to " mess a-
sociation Conference, which. 1vill round" In. This Includes such · 
take place on ·campus next week- activities as sack races tugs-
end , was termed ''a celebrat ion of-war relay races and pairit ' 
in Black creativity, ' ' last week bag wa~s. ' 
by co-chairman Professor Ed- "Tbe idea ''according to Love 
ward Love. And according to his • "is to bring together different 
~test announcement, the event ·factions of Black people to meet 
III be more creative than even with each other and become Iii- ' 
he had originally planned. volved--ln terms of paint '' The . 
. "We're going to sponsor a finished canvas- the product of 
paint-In on th.e football field,' ' all of the pa;:ifc1panti..wn1 be , 
Love reported this week; The airborn (hung from we·atlier bal- '. 
Immediate question Is "What?" loons.) · . \ . · 
and the answer is not much Tlie paint-in 111 tak 1 '·· 
more than "Come and see, next · on Tuesday A ~ril 28 .e P acale Tuesday.,, - ' P . ' .sever 
Although this particular event days prior to the official , open-
ing of the Conference, In order 
Is dlfficult to explain, Love at- to Introduce the campus and city 
tempted to give some idea of community to the spirit of unit 
what the paint-in will Include. that Is expected to characterlz~ 
He said that a canvas will ~ the conference. 
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.0. C. -Teachers College 
President Paul C'ooi<. 
• 
• 
l1isiP-lit 
' ( ' 
• 
D. l·. 
, . 
In a 1nove reminiscenr of 
Howard 's sprin g , .'6b 
demonstration . sotne ·100 · or 
more students boycotted ciasses 
Mc11da v at D.C. Teactier!'· 
College and took over th e 
campus' Wilsob buil<j'fng at 11th 
and Harvard Sts. N"'· · 
Th e dissident stu.dent>. 
• 
reportedly protest1,ng the under 
.Who sits oh Trustee Boar I . 
By Reginald Hildebrand 
Four times a year a select Clark, and · J dh!1 H. Joimson , 
group of men and wo men come publisher of Ebony, Jet, aI)d Tax · 
. together from all parts of tile . magazines. · 
country to set policy for the 1 • I-loward University com unit :;: . 
. ' Only members of th group 
are . allowed to attend th ir pr i-
vale meetings , Minutes of. their 
proceedings ar e allo\ved to .cir-
culate onl y amoung: a very small 
and select group of individuals . 
• Direct communi~atlons with 
these people is forbidden for stu-
Six Board m'embers live . in 
the Plstrict. One lives in A1rling-
ton, Virginia. The others a?ie dis -
tributed over the countr~ . Six 
live ·In the Northeast,, fou!r live 
in the mid-west, three are from 
the sbuth, and two are from the 
west coast. 
• • 
The Offic~ of P·u.blic Relat ions , 
. dents and faculty, .>\ccording to 
the Office pr the Secretar y, the 
President of the University must 
act as intermediary bet\\'een the 
group and the linivers(tv com- • 
• • 
provided the biographies •pf 16 
Board m~mbe.rs. Of them sLx 
ar e former Howard :Student&, Two 
• 
of that s ix are former members 
of the Howard faculty (1' rustees 
Collins and Woods ). 
I 
munit y, 
Only death, or the other mem-
bers of the group can take away . 
membership priviledges . Onl y 
the present members can select 
new members. 
A survey involving 25 stud~nts 
selected at random revealed that 
the Identities of the individuals 
composing the group remain a 
mystery, Of the 25 students 
asked, not one could name a 
. single member of the 22 member 
Boa.rd of 'fruste·es. 
. Information provided py the 
Office of Public Relations and 
the Office of the Secretary of 
~he University has shed some 
tight on this little ' knoWn body 
which makes . all university 
policies. 
The average age• of Board 
·members is 60,9, The average 
trustee has served on the Board 
for 11. 7 years. The longest terin 
·has run for 33 years. Three 
members completed their first 
year of service this week. 
Fourteen of the 22 trustees 
are Black (64% of the Board). 
Amoung them are the noted Black 
author and soclologist, Kenneth 
• 
Only four trustees have pr0-
fessio.nal connectiO[IS ·"·Ith uni-
versities. T)U'e·e are ·professors , 
and one is a · retired universit)' 
chancellor. 
.. 
The activities. and interests of 
the trustees vary · greatly
1
, al. 
though a majority are involved 
with some type of ctvic or social 
weliare organization, Trustee 
Timothy L. Jenkins was 1_one of 
the foWJders of the Student· Non-
vilent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC ). Trustee Leon Sullivan 
is founder and head of the Op-
portunities Industrialization 
Centers of America, which trains 
and employs Blacks on a. mas-
sive scale. · · 
· Trustee Asa Spaulding has been 
a participant in Global Str.ategy 
talks .held at the Naval War Col-
lege in NeWJ)ort, Rhode Island. 
He has also ;ecelved ·a certifi-
cate from the pres'dent of· the 
college "in recognition of his 
· contribution . to the National 
Security through hi? effective 
participation'', according_ to ·the 
Office of Public Relations: 
Four trustees are women. Two 
. . 
of them are Black. , 
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Howard l.Jr1i 1 . 
Nursinµ: school 
in f'ir·st yea1· 
• • 
Teacliers protest 
On ccpril 23, 1968, the Boarcl 
of 1·rustees 01 Ho\vard Univers-
it y approved the establishment 
of 3 baccalaureate program in · 
nursing. It was propos~ t_hat 
the School of Nursing wouldfl!itc-
tion as an autonomous constituen't 
of Ho'>'·ord liniversity, operatin ; 
"'!thin the philosophy of the Uni-
versit« an~ responsible for pro.- . 
mating: its purposes . representation on th e 
Facultv-Student Council. were 
forced to . ieave by 
after the take over. 
• 
• • 
police soon 
In lt 1neeting on Tuesday, th e 
· students discussed a resolutio n 
to 1eplace the 10-to-5 . facult y 
controlled council with :a 0 111ore 
powerful board equall y 
• 
representative 
facult y. 
of students and 
D.C. 1·eachers President Dr. 
Pau l Cook. said to have 
u n I 1 mite d power over thl> 
council·. was given until · 1100,1 
toda)· to issue a stateine11t c.1 1 
th•e issue. l n the meanti1ne. 
students boycotted classe,. 
18~.rear-.o·lds may get vote 
~e\\' schools of nursing must 
hive approval for the adm issioi: 
of students f"ro m tl1e local ac-
creditin ~ !)card which is the Dis -
trict of Columbia Nurses' 
Examining Board.' This appioval. 
\':as gi·anted on· Januar y 141 196 9·, 
and tl1e Sc hool of ~ursing wa~ 
autl1orized to admit the -firs t 
cla~s ir1 Septe1n ber, -). 96 9 \\'hie t1 
\\·as composed ·of :is ·s tudeht s 
repre sentative of 14 states · and 
. , 
t ilt' Dist ri ct of Columbia. The 
Seti I . is not eligible to .appl y 
for 3ccreditation b)· t he Ka-
Tl1e 1nain congressiOnal op -
. ponent has backed· do\vn, and the · 
1 B year-old vote is given a good 
chance of passage in the near 
• • • futuve. 
Rep r.esentative Emanuel Cel -
ter (D- ~1ass . ) . the powerful 
c l1airman of th.e· House Judlci~r~· 
Co~mittee , has decided to sup-
port the Senate version of the 
Voting Rights bill t>ven though 
he does noi approve of the l\1ans-
field amendment towering . the 
voting age to 18, effective J .an-
uar y 1, 1971. Cellar. had pre-
riousl~· pron1ised to 11 fi?"ht like 
)hell'' c0 stop the ~·lansfield 
amendment . . • 
The Senate version is liasical-
ly jtn extension . of the 1965 act, 
\rhlch brought about tremendous 
fucreases in Negr o registration 
throughout the south. The House 
version, passed powers \VhichJ:he 
feder al government now has in 
souther states. 
The House version is similar 
to the one proposed by the Nixon 
adminlst~atlon last year. It' s 
relatively weak. features were 
seen as part of the administra-
tion's southern strategy. 
The House now has the choice 
• of concurring in Senate amend-
ments, wkich would send the 
bill to the White House, or of 
rejecting them, wh,lch would send 
the . bill to . a House-Senate con-
' ferenc~o . 
Ce!ter fears that if the bill 
is sent to a conference, the 
emerging blll would be a com-
promise \\\hich would weaken the 
civil rights sections. Because of 
this fear, he . Is now willing to 
accept the section .lowering the 
vote. 
The 
whether 
A 
key question now is 
House Republicans, who 
• B 
lioined \vith Southern .Democr ats ' tion 1. ·Lea~e for ~µrsing u.nt il 
· in pass).ng- the \Veaker House the first ~la~s com~letes t_~e 
version ear lier this year' ar~ pro r a.m ."Inell ts expected i n 
\\'illing to no1v support the toughe~ I 9731 HO\\ ever, e Heas.ona.ble . . ":s -. 
provisions of the Senate version. ~ut ;::ice of c\_.cr ed1tat1on was 
Lobb\'ists for the i s- vear- old . ?r~nJed tht> School of Nurs1.ng 
vote .believe they n0\\1 h·ave suf- l~ ?'anua1·3·, ! 9?0 ,_ after ·a . site 
ficent Republican support to Yl:5lt an_d ~evle \\.' p_.f the pro~ram 
guarantee passage, but the vote ll;
0
the National Le~gue ro1r Nurs -
wlll prdbable be close. - ID 0 • 
If the bill does pass., It 1vll l s tude nts in the baccalau re ate 
· be taken to the courts immedi- proe;r am i.J1 11ursi1·1g h~ve ~been 
. atel y. B·oth supporters and op- given the opportunity to act ively 
ponents s aJ· the constitutionalit :· participate , \\· ith vote ,. in all of 
of Congress to1vering the voting the devel0ping committees an rl 
age is questionable, since tl1e othei· .a.c· tivitie s of the School . 
constitution leaves voting quali- The1· .lre active in , r:ec r.uit ment 
fic ations to the states . ,P r o- effo1-is t h 1·ot1 ~t: loc.<;il - endeavo r s 
ponents argue that the Supreme and visit~ to other states . 
• • 
The students' gr eatest re1ra r~ 
Court dec ision in the 1966. case 
of ~1organ vs . Katzenbach offers 
hope the courts \vould not thI'O\,. • 
out the ta11 .. -
The constitutional .defense \\·ill 
be aased on the theory that since 
18 year-olds can do such things 
as marry, get drafted; and get . 
tried i4l adult courts , it can be · 
considered a violation of the 
equal protection clause of the 
• 
duri.I1 c. tl11s first }'ea?' of· tr,,; 
Ho\\·ard University Schooi o'. 
!\urs lng \\•as ·rut opportuni( :,· ·.to ., 
have fa ce ·to -lace. contact wit!·· 
_ 14th amendment for them· not 
·to be able to vote. Under the 
~1organ- decision, Congress is · 
given . wide pawers to detern\ine 
what practices violate that 
clause. 
' . 
patient s \\\; here tl1\'?}. \\'ere a ble 
to practice basic communicatton 
skill~ and the estabtishrrient of 
pOs itive interp~·r·son:il i·e1 ati011-
, . 
ships \~1t1ich \\'as a focus of the 
nursin ~ cour~e du'ring the. {i rst 
an~ second semeste.rs ~ . \.!though 
nursing is an upper division ma-
jor, 'li nursing course is- offered 
each semester of the firs{ . two 
years . 
LEARN ABOUT STOCK MARKET 
De Rand l!'lvesb01ent·Corp. 200 3rd Street. S . E. 
Learn about the stock market. mutual funds. and related financial 
fields; . if you ·qualify . we will train · you to become .a re<Jistered 
representative/accountant executive . Th'is opportunity_ has out-
standing potential for bright young people w.ith ambition . You ~av 
train and work part time during the school year and/or. full time 
during the summer . For an appointment call . Mr . William A. 
Conway. De Rand Investment Corporation. 543-6516 . 
s • 
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-
, 
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Con.1aliy invites 
All stu.dents of 1 
Howard · Uni versi_fY 
to open a charge 
accoilnt - it will 
only ~e a few · 
moments to ~ so 
anq remember -
there 'is Never · 
A Carrying Chilrge 
. . 
or interest charge 
and 'remember, also 
• 
-
-
ere1sa , 
10% Discount to H.U. Stuoel1ts D . E F 
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Harding on Blackness 
• 
Bv Robert Taylor 
Reflecting on the role of stu-
dents In the past !en years of 
' .. 
the Black experience In Amer-· 
lea, Dr. Vincent Harding, Di-
rector of the Institute of the 
·Black World in Alanta, Georgia 
addressed a crowd of over 700 
people in Cr amton Auditorium 
last Tuesday night. 
Dr. Harding's speech took the 
form of 311 extended metaphor. 
as he compared the struggle of 
Blacks to a three act drama with 
America as the stage and . Black 
students as the central actor s . 
The native New Yorker, here 
as' part of the Inaugural week · 
celebr'at!ons, proceeded to give a 
chronological account of the role 
of students in the struggle. He 
said. ''Our drama began on a 
Black Stage with Black Music: 
.It began ten years ago in .Green-
boro, N.C. at a co1lege known 
as A&T when Black stud~nts, 
just like you, made a decision.'' 
He continued, "Black students 
had come to believe In the right-
eousness of their O\vn cause. 
Ttiey had found something worth 
dying for and therefore ·some-
thing worth living for." 
Dr. Harding referred to . this 
as Act One o~ the!' Black drama 
or struggle, the spirit of •which 
he said· soon spread throughout 
the South. A spirit which re-
flected the words of the old 
spiritual "And before· J'll be a 
slave; I'll be burled in my grave 
and go home to my master and 
be free.' ' 
Harding then commented· that 
as the curtain closed on this 
firs t act of the Black dr ama 
many students were left \vander-
ing around on the stage of life 
in doubt and confusion. 
''Ho,vever '' he added ''There 
. , . , 
is al\vays a second act.'' The 
Black historian . s3<id that this 
second act was ushered in When 
"Malcon1 X ca.me on front stage. 
M1lcom made Blackness an Is-
sue. '' 1iBut, '' he added sadly, 
''while we were debating whether 
Malcom was good.or ·bad, he was 
'killed. Malcom was gone but 
something remained." 
After another period of con-
I 
• 
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fused wandering of students fol-
lowing the death of Malcom,. ac-
cording to Harding, , something 
new came on . the scene-Black · 
Power. 
. A philosophy . which Ha!rdlng 
defined as all Black. l!fe1 being 
dedicated to the building of the 
Black community and organizing 
all Black people, moving away 
from white people and toward 
Black people.. He added, "We 
can't love nobody unless \Ve love 
ourselves first." 
Timely Trinidadi-an ·play depicts 
• • 
impoverished l~ e .o.f islanders 
By Marlene McKinley 
• As If In explanation to the 
rioting which took place In Tri-
nidad la~ Wednesday morning, 
Errol John's play "~loon on a 
Ra1nbO\V Shawl'' , concerning life 
In the slums of Trinidad, opened 
Wednesday 'night In Ira Aldridge 
Theater. . 
A s tory which reveals the an-
guish, suffering, hopes and spir-
its of a people: caught up In a 
cycle· of misery of which very 
few escape, this play tells of the 
deplorable conditions of the T rl-
nldadian people who live In con-
gested slum shack environments. 
, The play centers around the life · 
of a young 1Trinldad!an trolley 
driver who wishes. to leave the 
country in the hopes of a better . Scene from "Moon on a Rainbow Shawl." 
.,, 
" 
• 
life, but Is held back by his [ . · 
relationship with his pregnant dices of society. Charl!e ,tr!es In three acts, the play Is dl-
glrlfr!end, to give Ephraim some advice on t d b ' " J K t a recent Ephra!m,performedbyNorman rec e Y . era • a z, how to survive In society, but addition to the Drama Deaprt-
Fltz, a former Howard drama Ephraim only sees Charlle as ment. Miss Katz Is a drama 
"But there \Vere some tragic 
aspects to this d~ama~'' noted 
rlardlng, He listed such things 
a.s expensive dashikis, Blacker 
than thou feelings, and the ten- · 
dency of some to forget where 
we came from. 
Act Three of the Black d_rama 
v.:a.s highlighted, according to 
Harding, by the great new aware-
ness of Blackness: Operation 
Breadbasket, and· Black Studies! 
programs. · 
On the subject of BlackStud!es 
Harding said, "We need a whole 
• 
• 
• • 
n.ew curriculum devoted to us 
and our fathers and our fathers• 
fathers. Let the literature · we· 
read come from the Black Ex-
perience Black Studies means 
no longer losing ourselves fu the 
\Vh!te mainstream; It means 
creating a whole new river.'' 
The Director of the Instlt11te 
of' the Black World concluded 
by reading' a poem of Don.Lee's 
entitled "A poem all Black people 
can dig and some Negroes too.'' 
He ended "let us rise up and be 
men.'' · · .. 
• • 
·. 
Student playwright seeks -
new residence 
• 
By Pearl Stewart 
The riame Clay Goss is pro-
. bably not fam Illar to the ma-
jority of the campus communlty, 
because. Howard has a tradition 
of lgnorlrig its most Important 
figures. This has been a Howard 
tradition, because It has been a 
Negro tradition to \Vait for white · 
people to declare someone im-
portant, and then to jump on the 
bandwagon. 
But just as other \!Oward 
(Negro) traditions are being chal-
lenged, this custom of "let whitey 
do it first,'' may end, if Clay's 
efforts to become Ho\vard's first 
writer-In-residence \vltliout a 
B. A. degree are successful • 
• 
• "The Black \Vriter has· never 
· been legitimized first by his 
' O\Vn people," the 23-year-old 
• • pos1t1on. 
, GOSS ' 
student, sees Trinidad as offering himself in ten years If he con- graduate of Brooklyn College, and 
. no future for him, and his only t!nues to stay in Trinidad. has had the opportunity to work 
des! ~ for living Is getting out, Illustrating the element In soc- with Moss Hart in the produc-
Hls ·, regnant girlfriend, Rosa, lety which makes the ·best out of tlon of "My Fair Lady''. 
poet/ pla.ywr!ght pointed out. He 
cited such people as LeRolJones 
(Ameer Baraka); and DOn L. 
Lee, who Is presently a writer-
In- residence at Cornell Univers-
ity (with no degree) as examples 
of Black men who were r eadi-
ly acce.pted by whlte~--in the 
latter case, by a white school, 
before Blac!\ people sanctioned 
Ing this he added that It did · 
not take a degree for hlrri to 
reach this realization. 
• 
their work. , 
play d b~ Phyl\cla Allen, has any condition, Marvlsi.the neigh- Assisting Miss Katz In D!rec-
a r mant{c view of life and feels borhood. prostitute, tries to live tlon Is a Student, Ellen Lewis, 
that ' everYthing will work Itself life In the best way that she can · who directs one whole Act of the 
out if ~phra!m Is made Super- · bringing everything home from Play. This has never been done lntenden~. · sailor to Yankee soldier. Know- before In the Heward Drama De-
One of the · most outstanding ing she Is disliked by the other ·partment, but It appears to have 
roles In the play Is per- neighbors, after sh~ becomes been a great success. 
formed by Lynda Gravatt, who engaged, she spitefully says to Winner of the · 1957· London 
plays Sophia, a neighbor of Eph- · Rosa, "Get the ring and then Observer Newspaper play com-
ra!m and Rosa. Sophia, a wo- the baby,•• . • . petition, "Moon cin a .Rainbow Clay expressed his desire to 
man who has lived· through hard- The set design done by Erle Shawl'' has been Internationally see this situation corrected, .and 
ship after hardship,. and Is bare- Hughes, the Costumes of Char- acclaimed. The Howard produc- he feels that Howard Is the- place 
ly . holding her family together, .latte Starbird, and the lighting t!on ailds much to Its recogn!- to make tHat cori:ect!on •. "We 
. Is symbolic of the matriarch of Gregory King are all a tre- tlon. have to start here first," he 
of the Black family. mendous aid In the' authenticity During the run of the play, said, Clay then explained why 
Her husband, Charlie per- of the play. The music of the an exhibit of Tr!n!dad!an life, by he has chosen to take the Initial 
formed by Nigel Scott a native Trlnldad!an Steel Band echoed the Tr<!n!dad lan Embassy \Viii be step, by applying for the pos!-
Trln!dadlan. is a downtrodden f th 1 tlon. "I realize who I am among 
. former cricket player out of th~ghout, also adds to the real- displayed In the Lobby o e r a . "" 
Clay ·is Indeed sign!fjcant 
among the vqnguard of Black 
writers. Four of his · plays have 
been produced at Howard, , .in-
cluding 11 Homecooking' ,, and 
"Andrew." The latter will .be 
. produced this summ.er at the 
Washington Theater Club. In' ad-
dition, Clay has thre.e plays In 
community workshops, . and 
selections of his poetry In an 
anthology entitled ''We Speak as 
Liberators" .(Orde Coombs, edi-
tor, Dodd Mead, publisher). Clay 
has also written a •novel for 
young ·adults entitled "Bill 
Rickett -- -,Black Cowboy (Ran-
dom House). · ' 
I m Of the Play • ..\ldrld.ge Theater. Black \vr!ters," but after s.,,,-work, and broken by the preju- s • • . . . 
-"="'---'------'---'"--=--------------'----------------------------------. , Clay has made these ac hievec 
• • 
' 
• 
• • • • • 
. Anglade Photo 
-. 
Play • coritinites 
"THE UNFINISHED SONG" 
R~tlections in Black voices. 
Glenda Dickerson's highly 
acclaimed play. will return to 
the 1 ra Aldridge--5tage tl1is 
evening at 8:30. as a part of 
Preside11t Cheek's . inaugurJI 
activities. The production ran an · 
ex tended engage1nent · during 
January, and went on tour 
during the Easter holidays. · 
The .play has been · acclaimed 
by critics as '' a proud 
achievement for its performers," 
and "a wortllMlhile experiences 
for those interested in Black art 
and survival." 
• 
• 
ments while stud ying at Howard 
as a member of tne · Govern-
ment D0:partment. Now,, however, 
he has decided to devote all of 
his time ~ ski! ls to writing, 
and at the same time he hopes 
to' teach and contipue l!Js studies, 
as a writer-in-residence • 
. ~!though this concept ls novel · 
jto Ho\vard, Clay has received 
support from William Bro,vn, 
CIJairman of the Drama Depart-
ment, P aul Ha.rrison, Drama 
Professor, Edward Love, . 1\rt 
Professor, and most ' of the stu-
dents In the Dr ama Department, 
along with encouragen:ient f 1rom 
writers such ·as Larry Neal and 
LeRoi Jones (en- editors of 
"Blac k Fire'') . Clay is nO\v 
awaiting the final decision from' 
. ' President Cheek. 
, 
i\S believe rs in a bet -
• • ter, Blacker future for Ho\vard, 
the university community can-
. ' not allo\V a young, Black man 
' . \vitl1 the talent, skills and i tleo-
logy necessary for the realiza-
tion of t:1at futttre, to eScap'e us. 
' 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• I 
. 
l 
' 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' ' . ' ~ 
.. • • 
• 
-
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• 
• Nabrit' s in'augural address I 
• 
• 
. A yesterday's look at. today's 'education 
• 
• 
~ 
• 
• 
' 
Th e folio.wing is ,rhe part ial text of br. James Nabri t 's 
Howard University inaugural address. Dr. Nabrit was Howard 
president from 1961 until 1969. 
' ' 
Government beneficent 
. Today we are only six years away from the 
Centennial of Howard University. It, therefore, 
seell).S appropriate for me to express in a few 
words our deep sense of obligation to the dedicated 
white Americans who, believing In the Inherent dignity 
of :Ill men, established this University and others 
similar to It at the close of the Civil War, 
Grateful and sincere emotions also move us to 
indicate our appreciation for the genutne, consider-
ate, and thoughtful assistance given to the university 
by a wise and beneficent Federal Government tt=ugh 
these many long and difficult years, We are, therefore, 
lh fact commemo~ating on thJl; occasion the con- . 
secrated · efforts of these devoted men as well as 
those of my predecessors in office. For truly, the 
Howard which they have produced ls today a dynamic 
symbol of the democratic process in action, a graphic 
illustration of the •high possibilities inherent in the 
Negro people, and a living testimonial to the wisdom· 
of those far-sighted Founders and their successor 
compatriots and developers, including but not limited" 
to trustees, members of the faculty, responsible ' 
govern"lental officials, the Congress, and Important , 
men and women in American, education. 
Revolution • exists 
Winds of revolutionary change sweep inexorably 
arOWld the world blowtng away age old habits and 
patterns of thought and action in coUQtry after country. 
Waves of discont,ent with tndlvldual and national 
status, and rebellion against exploitation and second-
class citizenship batter down the walls of colonial-
ism, explol(\ltlon, and racial contempt, prejudice and 
discrimination on far-off Eastern, African and South 
American shores. In the midst of these terrible 
agencies, hiss and roar the heavy rains of communtst-
lc Ideology, strategies and practices, challenging and· 
flooding the world with disruptive Ideas and unset-
tling fears. These powerfUl forces threaten demo-
cracy and Christianity - they challenge thj political 
economic, military and cultural . domination of th; 
western world. They have even dared the establish-
ment of a ~usslan base in Cuba, only 90 miles from 
the United States. In fact, these events pose serious . 
questions about the survival of western civilization 
jltself, Education h~ not escaped /the common lot. 
One of the most pronounced characteristics of life 
ls the tnevitability of . change. This ls frue biologic-
ally, socially, and Intellectually. Change touches all 
forms of life. Great thinkers of the ages have 
differed in the. lnteJ:W"etation of the factors involved 
in llfe, and in the predictions of the rate of change, 
the direction, an\! outcome of events. There . ls un-
antmlty tn the understanding, however, that society 
Is not static. Today we live in an era of change. 
Similarly, the process of learning "alters when it 
alternation finds," Centering our attention on theidea 
of a university, it Is to be noted that tliis ls an in-
stitution which was conceived tn dlfferent and in 
vartng environments and which In th"'*ntted States 
has come to be an amazing col · ectlon of functions 
and services. 
There's no central thread 
Change Is especially to be observed in the expansion 
of knowledge and the inability of any one . person 
to become acquainted with more. than a tinv fraction 
• 
of It. As a consequence we have developed a class 
of men and · women known as specialists - those 
who presumably . know everything ·. or almost 
everything about one small area of knowledge, 
Has specialization suffered from brlnksmanshlp?, 
The fragmentation of Ideas, detaching them from their 
historical · and social framework, is hampering to 
statesmen and educators alike. Our concepts of edu-
cation as hundreds of unrel ated or too little related 
courses, without any centralizing thread tying them 
either to the purposes of education or of our free · 
society is unsettling and unproductive. What are 
the values of our society that we cherish and wish 
" to preserve and disseminate? Are these ournoses 
and values understood by the cl assi cist, the human-
ist,· the social scientist and the natural and physical 
scientist alike? Are they integral aspects of all 
courses? Do these changes foster liberal education 
which is the ·education of free men and the develop-
ment of men with discriminating minds? · 
, Many of our institutions have become something 
other than the community of scholars which has been 
·traditionall y associated with unlversi~ies. It' Is now 
not uncommon to see vast empires of accumulated 
academic interest. Departments have sometimes added 
new courses only for the reason that a member of 
the staff had a particular interest in some small 
• 
alrea of knowledge, Courses have sometimes been 
111serted into the program because of a r o.ther vagu.e 
notion that they woul~ somehow bring prestige to the 
department, Teachers who have some fame in their 
professions are at times .recruited and drawn into 
faculties, not with an unde'rstanding of a particular 
strength \Vhlch they would give the program, but 
rather on the basis of the thought that their reputa-
tions could be easily transferred to the department. 
Research is frequently undertaken not with the view 
of enhancing understanding but solely for the purpose 
of increasing ·Someone's reputation and income. As one 
move.s among educatlenal Institutions, therefore, It Is 
not unusual to f1nd massive conglomerations of 
programs, staffs, .and faculties serving no intellec-
tual purpose and existing ·only to fulfill the demands 
of a rriaterlallstlc society. 
1 li there Is unity in knowledge, then there must 
be coordination in 1£s achievement and the university 
must be organized and must. fllnction in such a way 
as. to fulfill this purpose. We must not Jet special-
ization defeat the understanding that all knowledge Is 
inter-related. Students who are entrusted to our 
care must not be educated for a provincial society 
which sees the world only in its ·own narrow terms. 
' W,e are tn fact tnvo!ved tn educattng the whole man 
for the wHole universe. 
' [ Teachers confronteq 
. Those of us wtio are involved in teaching or 
otherwtse engaged in discharging the academic a!-
fatrs of colleges and universities are · confronted 
with tasks of major proportions. We need the under-
standing to know what it Is that institutions must ' 
dp to prepare students tor the world in which we 
now live. , I · 
' Western civllizaticin, in its preoccupation with 
pertecting machines and technology, has created a 
strange, fantastic world, The Untted States now moves 
to new frontiers hand in 'hand with automation, space 
exploration and nuclear dangers. International tensions 
multiply as the Soviet Union and Red China project 
the vast populations of the East into modern tech-
nocracy and the atomic age. All this Is further com-
~lcated by the newly emerging nations tn Asia and 
Africa. Age old conflicts of colonialism, race, econ-
omic rivalry, and regional power struggles are 
jbinect by ·new conflicts over outer space, divisive 
ideologies, and' world-w1de contests for prestige, in-
fluence and international domination. • 
-
Students dissatisfied · 
· This world .dlfters , from• the one in which r iived 
as a student. This Is a world in which conversations 
in Laos have far more signlf!cance for the hometown 
boy than anything which can possibly take place at the 
corner ·drugstore; This Is a world In which tribal , 
Md provincial hostilities in the Congo have the pos-
lsiblllty of setting off conflicts of world-wide Implic-
ations. · 
As llfe on this earth moves into the atomic and 
space age, will our education prepare us .for Its 
1
new horizons? Mr • . Justice Frankfllrter says, . ''Hu-
man society keeps changing, Needs emerge, first 
vaguely felt and unexpr~ssed, Imperceptibly gathering 
strength, steadily becoming more and more exigent, 
• generating a force which, if left unheeded and dented 
·response so as to satisfy the Impulse behind It at 
least .In part, may burst forth with an intensity that 
exacts more than reasonable satisfaction. Law as 
. the response to these111eeds Is not merely a system I of logical deduction, though conslderationsofloglc·are 
far from lrrevelent. Law presupposes sociological 
wisdom as well as logical unfolding.'•'• Education 
1 also must r!lspond to these needs. · As .a matter of fact, college aitd university stu-
dents themselves are becoming more alert to the 
problems of our society · and the role which students 
can play in handling tltem. Customarily we have seen 
our students stage boisterous rallies before football 
games and conduct unseemly raids onrival fraternity , 
houses. On some occasions, these same students 
undertook serious debate and brought controversial 
1 speakers to the campus, much to the discomforture of administrators. Now It appears that our students, 
despite the rise of delinquency all around us, are 
giving more thought to the social and political prob,-
lems that are clamortng for attention. The sit-in 
demonstrations Jed by Negro students are illustra-
tive of the dissatisfaction which large numbers of 
students are expressing with the slowness, lf not the 
• helplessness, with which many of our leaders ap-
proach the great Issues which are upon us, 
Colleges · hav_e dµty 
It Is incumbent upon colleges and universities to 
provide students with the kind of learning that will 
enable th~m to lead useful lives In a world in which 
! 
• 
' 
' 
.. 
' rapid change, technological and othe1'wise, ls the order 
of the · day, They. must inore than ever know how to 
think deeply and how to choose wisely, Speclallsts 
though they may be in economics, lang\Jages and the 
sciences or in religion, they must be able to relate 
their tragment of knowledge to the universe in which . 
they live. The economics major must broaden his vi-
sion beyond the study· of the American l:konomy 
and see his field as apart of an international . ..,ono111y. 
Nor . Is this enough. Since economics Is not the whole· 
of man's life, the student · must see the subject in . 
the breadth of its relationshlps to other areas ·of 
life. . .. ~ 
We must do more than teach or engage In research 
or partic[pate in comm1U11ty activities. We must ins-
pire our · stUdents to be of service to tlMifr fellow 
men, to provide intelligent leadership wheneVer and 
wherever It Is possible, and to give their small'bit 
toward the achievement of a better life for ever.yone. 
· On the occasion of my inqugu'r•tlon as President ot· 
Howard Untverslty I wish to set (Orth, in addltiOn 
to these ideas on education in general in America, 
some thoughts regarding specific aspects of the pro-
gram of this University -- its place among education-
al institutions today, and the probable tasks which 
lie ahead. Those of you who are .. oclated with the 
university are familiar With the s?!lf-study' project 
' . 
which we have recently begun. In connection with this 
project, it Is our purpose to look at the University 
in its entirety and to re- examine its philosophy, its 
aims, and Its programs. , ' 
Directions pointed out 
• 
• 
. While no part of the University should escape our 
most thorough examination, it seems to me that 
the~e may be certain directions in which our tradi- . 
lions and acc,umiµated experiences would naturally 
lead us. First of all, Howard Untversity was founded 
In the Freedmen's era for tbe purpose ot providing · 
an institution of higher learning which <Ji•lltled 
students could attend, regardless of race, sex, creed, 
and national origin, but primarily fol' Negro 
students, victims of slavery and its destructive legacy; 
During most of our history "e have been unique ' 
in being a Fede.rally-assisted Institution. The Gov-
ernment's first interest in the University was stim-
ulated by the purposes of our FOWlders. In the perioo 
since 186 7, and particularly following upon the historic· 
.decision of the Supreme Court in 1954, many institu-
tions once closed to Negroes have changed their admis-
sion policies. · · 
·To speak of Negro colleges or of an institution ' 
of higher education for Negroes in the Untted States 
in 1961 is tp speak pf an anachronism in a truly ' 
democratic society. But racial segregation and dis" 
crimination are also anachronlstlc in America and the 
one begets the other. The institution of segregation 
has been severely weakened but it has not been 
destroyed - racial discrimination has been res-
tricted but It has not been eliminated. 
Effect of evil seen · 
I The devastating effect of these twin evils upon the 
Negro people Is so catastrophic that even If segre-
gation were effectively ended today, If racial dis- · 
crlmination ceased completely and Immediately, and 
all political, economic and educational leaders in 
the country wholeheartedly supported these actions " 
it would be fifty years at least before the cripplin~ 
effects of tile segregated system could be 'entirely 
alleviated. If, however, we face the facts of llfe 
and realize that only token or little or1 no action 
politically, economically or educationally is beiilg 
taken in a large part .of the United States to permit 
the Negro equal oppoxtunity, we know that the racial 
blemish on our· national shield st!!! mars our demo-
critlc Image at· home and abrciact; and, therefore, 
these anachronisms in the field of education not only 
exist but lf they did not exist, necessity would require 
their creation. · • I 
Government credited 
It ls to the everlasting credit of our Go,vernment · 
that It has seen this, for It has sensed the critical 
Importance of creating at least one center in Amer-
ica in which the primary purpose is searching for 
and ·salvaging valuabl.e talent,s among the Negro 
people, talents which are vitally needed by the United 
States. The Government has also recogniZed the 
wisdom of creating a . scholarly atmospherEl in' which 
groups of critical and sympathetic Negro and non~ 
Negro scholars might focus Untversity teachlrig and 
research resources upon one of the oldest and 
most acute unsolved problems 1n ·our country ,..name-
ly, the abnormal relationship of the Negro to the 
American social order: 1. 
(Continued on page 9) 
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''We applaud each advance, but these are · only firsts, · 
' ' 
• 
• 
and rest o,n a premise that equality has been achieved 
,. 
,, 
' 
(Continued from page 8) • .. 
We urge, work for, and applaud each new advance 
by a Negro In the arts, sciences, educatlor~, poli-
tics, and business, but too otten these are only 
firsts, not followed by seconds and thirds, and rest 
on an WlSOund premise that equality of opportunity 
has been achieved. Last year, tor example, according 
to the U.S. Department of Labor, the average Negro 
worker earned as wages just slightly more than one-
half as much as the average white worker. This one 
economic fact sabotages to a devastatingly large 
extent these widely publicized firsts. Token Inte-
gration In educ atlon Is a thrill to all of us for 
It shows what Is possible~ but the fact Is, that 
. : practically all Negroes In the South, and a great 
many In the North, still must receive their education, 
and live and work, In segrei:ate~ situations. 
' ' ' 
' ' 
teachers and scholars to be found anywhere In the 
' :~~e:v~~::~::h ::d~t~:n~~fso':nl!~~ ar;a~': 
,. ' 
described as predominantly white Institutions, that 
. Is to say those which are Integrated or desegre-
gated, the Negroes on these . faculties represent 
small . numbers. It ls true, of course, that by their 
, individual efforts they are .able . to render very 
valuable service to education, to their profession, 
and to society, We welcome and encourage the ad-
dition of Negroes to the faculties of all colleges 
and pnlversltles. . 
Howard's junction same 
Our work is • unique 
If the Howard University staff widertakes the , 
performance of thes ,tasks, It will be taking on pl'Qb-
lem~ as challenging as those which may be fowid 
anywhere In the w.orld, It ls likely that our student 
1
. 
body· will continue to represent Wide diversities In 
backgrowid and competence, with the majority of 
them coming to the University with Inadequate train-
ing at the secondary level . . Alongside ot our attention 
to this majority, we · must also offer the educa,tlonal · 
, opportunities and programs that should be made avail- f 
1able to the better prepared students and to those who 
demonstrate exceptional talent and preparat\on. , 
Whatever we do, In no event should we .sacrifice .. 
. quality, Indeed, our slglrts should be set "1 ralsfug ' 
qualitative performance In every respect, Because 
the nature of our work is unique In many ways, ' How-
' 
America is responsible 
· ·I woul~ venture to suggest that Howard University 
Is the only. complex Institution In higher education In 
America which, as a matter of policy, concerns 
itself with the handicaps and disabilities suffered 
by Negro studEtnts, as a consequence of being segre-
gated by law or custom. U we must apologize for 
this anachronistic feature In higher education In 
America it must not be for the Negores role in it, 
but it must be for an America which makes these 
institutions necessary, 
We are all familiar with the Carnegie-Myrdal 
studies of the Negro in America which were made 
In the late thirties and early forties, In view of 
the onrush of events since those· years, It Is time 
that a new study witlr a new focus and orientation 
be made of the Negro in the United States in every 
respect, Howard University can proVide the scholar-
ly means to do this work. There. are many fields 
to be covered such as interstate and regional migra-
tion, and related population and area studies, the cul-
·At Howard University, however, we liave the op-
portunity of utilizing and developing not simply In-
dividual effort, but the t:Uent and work of teams of 
scholars In the solution of the great social and 
economic problems of race, Through the · work of 
.1 men and women on our staff In such fields as edu-
.- cation, government, economics, sociology, and law, 
' we i::an make a significant and historic contribu-
tion to the progress of our cowitry, It ·is my hope 
that my colleagues In these and other fields will 
move speedily ahead tit this work, As a result of 
their studies and the dissemination of the results 
of their research through the publication of mono-. 
. graphs, this research will come to have the same 
impact as resulted from the studies of the problems 
of immigration some years ago. My initial message 
to you, therefore, is that as w:kapproach our lOoth 
ard University needs the kind of thoughtful and imag-
inative planning and experimentation that are not . ' · 
found In any other University In the world, We shall 
have to give consideration to carrying on a variety · · 
of programs simultaneously, At the same time, we 
must not depart from the idea of a unity of kl:low-
ledge, We must give attention to the stildent . as an 
entire person, He must be made to wicterstand. that 
knowledge Is universal and unending, Indeed, we ~ust 
plan to carry a program of educational services to 
our 3lumnl and to assist them In satisfying their 1 
need for Intellectual· stimulation throughout. tl:ielr 
lives. 
• 
. ' 
tural contributions of the Negi:o people, their econo-
. anniversary;· we are still com tted to the primary 
fWlctlon conceived by our Fowide s, 
World perspe)ctive seen 
There is important work to be done In the Inter-
national field also, The most significant proble!)ls 
confronting society are, In fact,'lnternatlonal In scope, 
Recognition of this can be seen lri many ways, In-
cluding the observation that 862 students or '14o/o 
of our enrollment come from 50 different countries, 
Many of our foreign students come from those 
areas of the world which have only recently achieved 
' 
Research cherished, 
' 
We must provide our teachers with an environ-
ment In which they can do their work most effective- · 
ly, This involves constructive considerations of sal-
ary, teaching and research assistants, teaching 
loads, office spaee, and library and laboratory fac- 1. illtles. Rese·arch must · be forever cherislied, While 
it may not be necessary or even possible for every 
teacher to give .the satne attention to research 
and w~rltlng, it ls nonetheless true that every flrst-
rate university tnust understand that good teaching 
mic status and effect upon the trade union movement, 
their employment In this new era of technological 
advancement, and the impact of their Increasing 
political ·participation. These studies will Involve the 
coordinate employment of · many of the academic 
areas of the University, 
· political Independence and which remain undeveloped 
In various ways. The problems of some of these 
and research go hand In hand and make prov!- J 
slons for both, As Howard moves Into the future, • 
we must be prepared to make whatever changes 
Howard University has some of the resources· to 
help in the solution of these problems but these 
need to be considerably Increased, While we have 
been engaged in this work throughout our h,lstory, 
there Is much more that we can and should do, We 
have on this campus the greatest collection of Negro 
'· 
• people are quite similar to · those which occupy 
. • the attention of Negroes In the · United States. They 
are part of the same cloth, Therefore, members 
of our statf, should be Involved In working with these 
related problems on the same basis as those which 
are more logically of national or local concern. We 
hope to Intensify our work In this · area swiftly, • 
· that 3,I'e necessary In order to achieve the stature 
of a genuinely great and effective university,' in so 
doing we will be rendering a ·service whose effects 
will be felt for many d~cades to come. 
To these and other related considerations, · we 1. pledge our thoughts and energies as we move for-
ward, hopefully and prayerfurty, In the future • 
. ' . ~ 
''In the years 
full partners 
a1head Shbw and its 
' . 
companion schools must be, made 
{Contin11ed from page I ) 
whom \ve admit to learn, and oa 
the basis of our willingness to 
provide truly beneflcient ser-
vices to the society whose sup-
port we seek to cultivate. 
The challenge to educat~ our 
youth for their global respons-
ibilities, and in so doing to raise 
both our sights and our standards,, 
has been accepted by ,us as the 
only alternative for survival. 
noble • man's in venture 
' that man has a right to be free 
from the tyranny of fear and the 
tyranny of oppression. Our col-
leges and universities through-
out the history of this nation 
have helped to make this princi-
ple a fabric of American life by 
remaining ever faithful to the 
concept that truth can be dis-
covered only within the frame-
work of open debate, free dis-
cussion and " lnquiry--unres- · 
t rlcted by prevailing dogmas and 
unhampered by vested interests. 
' seeking to protect them from 
· ideas and beliefs which are alien 
to our own. And, ll t))e prin-
ciples which have guided, this na-
tion through three centuries must 
now be safeguarded by a shield 
of fear, let us know for certain 
that It will be this very fear 
that will ultimately destroy them. 
development of t~e mind:·'' 
pair at home, it will not long 
remain the leader of the free 
world and the vanguard of man's 
most cherished hopes. 
What we ·seek and what we ask 
for ls simply an opportwilty. 
An opportunity to be granted 
access to the centers of power 
where decisions are made and 
. actions .are perfor'med. 
An opportunity to receive a 
fair chance in the forums and 
councils of opinion. 
' 
• 
• We do not propose to provide 
solutions to all the problems 
which our age and our time have 
produced, We have sought to ap-
praise our problems with candor 
and to assess our strengths with 
prudence. And while our re-
sources and our purpose. limit 
the range of service . we can 
provide, we have determined to 
establish here a small but vital 
beachhead 'in mankind's continu-
ing effort to conquer ignorance, 
to banish fea r , to ovErcome pov-
erty, and to s ecure the right of 
all people to' make rr1aximum 
use of their capabilities in pre-
paring for n1axlmum service, 
" Thus, our nation has become 
established around the glolie as 
In the years ahead Shaw Uni-
versity and Its com11anion schools 
must be made full partners In 
m~'s ·most noble venture: the 
development of the human mind. 
The day of our Isolation must be 
ended and we inust now enter 
Into the mainstream, 
An opportunity to face reality 
rather than forced to follow 
an illusion. · 
" ' 
Shaw Unlverslty and · all cen-
ters . of learning must no1v be-
come extremely sensitive to the 
despotism and violence against 
the humru1 rnind v.·hich some 
forces would seek to employ. 
Let us not forget that thezreat-
est tyranny to afflict man is the , 
tyranny of fear. Our republic 
was established on the ground 
• the chief defender of the liber-
ties and rights of man, 
• 
our democracy has preserved 
itself thus far as one of his- . 
tory•s boldest experiements in 
the government of a people part-
ially because we have been will-
ing to submit opposing Ideologies 
and cont roversl~ opinions to 
such free and open discussion. 
The very tyranny against which 
we seek to defend our cherished 
liberties can emerge vlctorious-
not because it his wilversal ap- • 
peal--but because we ·employed 
one form of tyranny as a defense 
against another, 
we do not Intend here that 
such debate and such discussion 
shall find restriction of any kind, 
For we cannot educate our stu-
dents for global responsibility by 
To those \ who would disparage 
the work 'Ye have done, let It 
be made clear that what has 
been accomplished by schools 
like Shaw has been done with 
. meager support and doleful hand-
outs. And let us not forget that 
If we are further denied the fi-
nancial resources "to do the job 
've are required to do a heavier 
price will ultlm ately be paid to 
carry a heavier burden, 
For now our colleges and uni-
versities are called upon to bear · 
the chief burden of securing those 
rights so Ieng denied ahct of de-
veloping those responsibilities 
so sorely needed, 
If the wealth of this nation 
cannot be harnessed to solve 
the problems of ignorance, pov-
erty, hwiger, futility and des-
• 
The opportunity to argue the 
course of reason as we per-
c 
celve it. 
And the freedom to change · 
when change is lrriperatlve. ~ 
' 
And, we pledge to you t)lat In 
this endeavor our public pro-
nouncements will be made true 
by our private performance, and· 
that we shall make maximum 
use of our opportunity and our 
resources to the end that ·our 
teachers can teach without fear 
and live In dignity and comfort; 
that our students can learn and 
·grow 1f1 freedom and responslbl~ 
llty; aI]d that our friends across · 
· this \and can Invest In our pre-
. sent and our future with confi-
dence and pride, 
For v.ie are convincEd that 
!'¥here the quality of our education 
fs unimpeachable, v.;here tl\e In- . 
. tegrlty of our ad ministrative pro-
cedures Is beyond reproach, 
where the dedication of our fac-
ulty ls clearly visible, an.ct where 
the interest of our trustees is 
unassailable, \vlth your help and 
God's direction the job assigned 
• to us will surely be done. 
• 
• 
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Righ.t to rebellion 
· ~o nation, especially the United States, has any business 
i:neddling in the internal affairs of the small Caribbean nation 
• • ofTririid~. . 
. ' 
The rebellion of this troubled island is a popular move to 
bring an to an end a number of intolerable situations brought 
• 
a bout by seeming governmental insensitivity and/or 
incompetence to deal with growing social and economic ills 
affecting the country's citizens. , 
The U.S. has interfered in the domestic affairs of a number 
of. Caribbean countries within the last ten years, in et.feet 
manipulating the outcome of popular rebellions in progress. 
• 
Peoples have a natural right to rebellion when they czn 
affect change by no other means. Supposedly this. was · the 
basis for the United States' own rebellion in 1776. If the 
people of Trinidad feel the situation in their -country has·· 
reached such an intolerable stage, who is the U.S. to say 
'different- who is Brittain to say different, despite Trinidad's 
membership in the British Commonwealth? Let everyone 
mind his own business. 
.. 
. ' 
Our sincere hope · is that T.rinidadians end their internal 
''HEY HAN, GET WITH IT WAR'S OUT POLLUTION IS WHERE ITS AT!'' 
dissenticin and violence against one another- -and do so soon. . 
Unfortunately what it boils down to fs ''little niggers killing 
little niggers." , - . • 
·thoughts 
The week • ID • retrospect 
By Pearl Stewart 
-
• 
'The past 1veek -has been quite 
eventful for the campus. Actual-
ly more has happened during this 
one week than occurred0 through-
out most of the academic year. I 
For the benefit of those who 
may have missed ~ome of the 
action, I will give a 't>rlef recap 
(with some comments, naturally) 
of these events. 
. Last Friday 1vas a beautiful 
day for · a circus, and we had 
one. (The ' ' dog'' tricks were re-
markable.) And the costumes--
red, white, purple, gold, pink 
and gr een- - all covering various 
shades of Black. 
Then on Monday Nina Simone 
sang and rapped to two capacity 
crowds In Cr amtoQ. Such beauti-
ful experiences are r are on How-
ard's campus, and the audience 
responded with overwhelming 
energy and emotion. Nina 
said In an Interview after 
the shows, "They don't know 
what to do with their energies." 
Too bad she wasn't on campus 
the previous Friday. ' 
,\Jld Tuesday night Vincent 
Harding of the Institute of the 
' 
Black World iI) Atlanta, spoke 
to a Cramton audience, 1vlth the 
Gospel Choir providing excellent ~ound effects- so excellent that 
Sophomore Class P resident 
Charles Goodman 1vas moved to 
rush to the stage after their 
third and .final number,· and de-
mand ' that they return for an-
other song • 
They were soon on stage again, 
singing as beautifully as before. 
But after the sho1v I was told by 
some of the choir members that 
they resented Goodman's actions, 
11cause they are planning an 
funiversary concert In two 
weeks, and such ''over-ex-
posure" would limit their ticket 
sales • . From a practical point 
of view, this mad.e sense, but 
from a soulful, point of view, it 
Wit§ . a little cold. But that's what 
haffpens when you mix money 
and soul. (Happy Anniversary to 
the Choir, which remains 
Howard's most unifying element.) 
Then on Wednesday, as a result 
of the crisis In Trinidad, the Car-
ibbean students with the support 
• 
• 
of other students, staged a cam-
pus rally and march to the White 
House. · Unfortunately, I cannot 
say too much about the march, 
because l attended orily the first 
part of the rally, and no men-
tion was . inade of the march. 
until the end of the speeches, 
(when HILLTOP copy editor Mar-
lene McKinley suggested it to 
Ewart Bil'own.) 
It's a shame some of our real 
"leaders" didn't think of it be-
forehand, but spontanaelty is a 
beautiful characteristi~ of Black 
people, although preparation and 
organizallon are usually the best 
characteristics of successful 
protest. ,However I heard that the · 
march \\•as a success, an;'\vay--
even without me. 
Yesterday It rained. 
.. lna.ugural 
. . 
(Continued from Page I) 
I 
foundations are sending deiegates. These .. people ,. will 
participate in an important Howard University event. It is · 
contemplated that favorable· impressions will be ·created and 
relations cemented with foundations · and other supporting 
segments of our publics ·· to such a degree, in fact, that the 
benefits accuring to students arid faculty will be substantially 
heightened and strengthened as a result of contacts made 
during the President's inauguration." 
• 
Dr. Cheek, in an interview last month with:, Hl.Ll.:TOP 
·staffer Pearl Stewart, indicated that, at first, he was "not 
enthusiastic about having an inauguration. ... 
' . ., .; 
''I don't do very well in things that revolve around me 
l?ersonally ·it's a kind of shyness." • , · . 
However, he went on to say that he favored the ... event, ''if 
the '. inauguration can . become an 'event that celebrates our 
quest for a new university, then I am for it." · 
. ' 
' According to Ray.ford W. Logan, author of ' IHoward 
University-· The First Hundred Years, 1867-1967," Dr. 
· Nabrit' s formal investiture wa~ followed by an address by 
Secretary of Health, Edtic<itjon, and Welfare Abraham 
Ribicoff, who pledged · the full support of the Fetleral 
Government in helping to make Howard ''a first ranking 
-university i'n every respect." 
.. 
. . 
' . On Agnew,' s statements about D.unb.ar 
This is conjecture or1l•1 .• but it seems as if the University 
had second thoughts about inviting cur.rent HEW head, 
Robert Finch, to · make an address· during the Cheek 
inaugural. In fact, this paper, following interitiews with 
Leroy E . Giles, a professor d f 
English , is director- of Howard 's 
UPWARD BOUND Program and a 
graduate of the District's Dunbar 
High School . 
Every no1v and then the United 
States' Vice-President causes a 
furor. l).nd ever so often his 
s implistic approach amounts to 
half-truths and ill logic . Just 
ever y no1v . and then and ever so 
oft en. One of those times oc-
curred in his treatment of the 
. I 
Dunbar Story. ., 
It ·seems that in opposing the 
universities' relaxation of en-
trance standards in order to 
admit, in the 111 ain, minority 
students and to promote "ed-
_uc.::.itlonal eg:ilita rianisr:n, ' ' Spiro 
. \ gne1v mentioned as proof the 
deterioration of Dunbar f!igh 
School In Washington, D. C. Under 
par tier adm ission poli~ies 80 
percent of Dunbar's g actuates 
''ent on to college, but th school 
no'v r anks at the b<>ttom! of Dis -
tri ct school s in the pe~5entage 
)f gr aduates goii1g· On to coll eg·e, 
· t; 11 e\\1 noted. /It is 110,v, he as-'" 
ert. ed, ' ' j us t- ~tnotl1er s Qhocil in 
t11e irme1· cit\·. ·1 · -
'Whil e one 1vonde rs about the , 
logica l prop1· iety of usL1g a: public 
tiigh sc.~ hoo l , no matter ho~\· 14m-
tnous it s ~1"'.'!c: + 1 as a bas is fo 1· 
:ir gu menls abelut public and 
privatf" unive1·sities; one 'vouJct 
• 
• 
By Leroy E. Giles 
also be hard put to deny the fact 
that Dunbar High School ls no-
where nea r the school it was · 
before · the 1954 desegregation 
decision. -~s a pre-1954 gra-
duate, whose name is mentioned 
a few times in Mary Hundley's 
Dunbar Story, 1 1vas properly 
appalled on a 1969 visit to the old 
alm a mater as students wer e 
g·ambling in a vestibule and pro-
fanit y replaced polysyllables. So , 
Agnew . has some truth as an 
ingredient ill his latest stew. 
' But it overlooks the whole truth 
of the Dunbar Story. 
When Washington school sys- . 
tern was separ ate but 'Unequal, 
Dunbar was for the blacks of 
the c ity and even the nation, 
1vhat Ho1vard U, was for uni- . 
versities , ' 'the capstone of Negro 
eclucat!on." Colored folks 1vent 
to Cardozo for secretarial skills, 
to ;\rmstrong (across the street 
from Dunba r ) for voc ational 
training, and to Dunbar for col-
lege preparation. Since profes -
s ional people (doctors, l awyers, 
t eac he r~ we r e primar ily the 
Neg i·oes \\'Ito \ve1'e extre1nel )· col-
lege -conscious 
1 
and college- able 
(fin anciall y), the children of that 
ilk gravitated Ito Dunbar. Poor 
Negroes, unless obviously able, 
te11Lled to go else\vl1ere. Incleed , 
one r)1·01'essor on this catnpus 
. tells of moving to \V ashington, 
D. C., so that his son could go to 
• 
. 
• 
· inaugural planners, reported · that' Finch would particip;;te . 
the fabledDunbarH!gh. (And Lon- University authorities later nervously denied this was so. 
nle Shabazz, Black Muslim 
minister here In D.C., orice r e- Despite Howard's unique relationsh1p with the United 
mlnlsced boldly 1vlth me on the. States government, inviting ~-nyone from the infamous Nixon 
dedication and concern of the Ad · · 
teac hers at Dunbar. ) In sun, the m1n1stration to actively participo;te in a ceremony whose 
"limited'' adm ission policies of theme relates to unity, would have been an enormous error. 
1vhlch fl.gnew speaks were pre- The present White House Administration has been more than 
dicated on a segregated system explicit in its expressions o.f d_isdain for Biack people. inter racial ly and a caste sys-
tem lntrar acial ly. We donotneed For now, at any rate, President Cheek has his hoped-for 
that system. unity. The inaugural will serve as an example of Dr. ChJek's 
' It is not irrelevant that the success in bringing Howard _ togethe.r. All the world wil\ see 
caste system 1vas r eflected In and will hail thi~ success. But let us remember that ' Dr. 
color- consciousness to the N • pejoration ~of skin darkness and abrit s inaugural was characterized by unity. 
a shame In its blai::kness. It was ''The students presented him (Nabrit) with an engraved 
a legend In the -ghettos whence silver cigar box as a memento. of his inauguration," Logan 
I came that dark-skinned Negroes 
ivere separated · from light- recounts. Less than nine years later the students would 
skinned ones at .Dunbar High square off a~inst President Nabri~'s authority in,a series of 
School. Such 1vas not true literal- destructive ~emf I icts which would rent the institution at it 
ly, but symbolically it was 'true, foundations. • 
for ' 'professional'' .parents . 
tended to be light-skinned and How President ·cheek avoids a sinilar end in; his f:creer 
their children hung out together. >hould be interesting. 
Whether it was part of the ethnic .. ' 
• 
·' 
' • death-wish or just a case of 
"equals" wishing to mingle 1vith 
''equals' · Ol' jttst coinc idence tn a}' 
l)e a th1'ee-pronged problem for 
• 
another Cleaver essay. ' ,\ t any 
r ate , black people have come 
a bit far frorn that segregation 
situation at llunbar High School 
in C. C. - -without grllat nostalgia. 
a Pe rhaps, ii Spiro kne'v more 
• lntin1ately the situation, he could 
come fomvard just a bit with us. 
\ 
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_Af'r ican b rother co1111nent s 
So oft en , apple- heaas , s o-
called Bia1ra.I1s \\'ill tr~- t o bE' -
. t1·a:i,: ."}fr ica, and \\'hat the majo1·it ~· 
of · Africans stand £01·. ln tt1is 
e r a 01· s elf- r eai1zat1on, identi-
fication. and genume desire ior 
all b1"a.Cks to. come tog-ethe!' i.11 
tl1e strugg-le a c:ainst oppress1011 
and exploit ation of black people 
sucl1 "divisive Comment as at-
t ribut.ect to a Bfafr an on the oc-
. ' cas ion when brothe r Stokel\'\..ar-
michael s'poke last on campus, 
was uncall ed for, irresponsible, 
and total ly unrep resentative of 
most African students on campus. 
The so- called Biafr an has a 
right to disagree with brother 
Stokely on Nkrum ah's political 
motives , but the statement that 
" You (non-African) cannot tel l 
us Africans what to do' ' ~ was 
stupid and made out of ignor -
ance. If being a Biafran means 
being an African, then the self-
styled Btafran ls not an African , 
for there is no such nation as 
Blafra in Afrlc a. 
Many African students admire 
Dr. Nkrumah and regard him as 
one of the few great leaders 
Africa has ever had. Many sub-
s cribe st rong!~· to his polit ical 
philosophy of Pan - .\fr1canism, 
-and \i,:il l join in the struggle to 
see it co111 e true . Those wl10 
ques tior1 it , an,; dis aq:1·ee \Vi t i 
orother Stokel1 larm1chael. haveo 
the right ro do so. but should 
not be spokesmen tor · al ' .1-fri-
cans. . 
Coming bac'k to the questior. 
·of Bialra , and tfie so- called Bia-
fr an ; n1uch pas been done in r e-
cent )1ears in t pe narne ,of Biafr a 
to str angle a potential African 
nat ion. The self-styled Biafr an 
1vould do wel l not to open old 
wounds in t he name of Africa. 
When the history of .A.f,.ica cover-
ing the sixties and tne seventies 
wil l be written, Dr. Nkrumal1 
and brother Stokely Carmichael 
will be mentioned meritoriously 
to the exclusion of any 
.irresponsible s elf-styled Bia-
fr·an. , , 
Africans are intereste d in 
those like Dr. Nkrumah, and 
• brother Stokely Carmichael, who 
contribute ideas, and are willing 
to struggle 'for the liberation of 
their people, . I 
If the self-styled B!afrran had 
Nina captures audience 
Were you there" 
On Monday night, tn Cr amton 
.11.uditoriU:m, Nina Simone cap-
tured the full attention of her 
audience. .>\s I looked around, 
most people seemed to be under 
the influence of hwnosls as they 
left their seats to journey with 
her, All age categories were 
there. Hardly a second slipped 
by without the sound of a snapping 
finger or a ta~ping foot. Lights 
were shut • off and the audience 
fell deeper into this hwnotic trip. 
Through the progression of the 
journey, Nina's charlsmic per-
sonality and striking voice told 
it and sang it like It was and 
as It ls, She shocked the greater 
percentage of her viewers into 
moments of un1gycation, and yes , 
even total awareness of what 
it ls to be Black. The chant 
• 
of 'Unify Us, Don't Divide Us', 
climbed higher and higher as 
more individuals than usual ap-
peared to awaken to these critical 
times we are experiencing. 
The journey came to a climax 
when the stage fil led to capacity 
as . eruightened members of the 
audience gathered around Nina 
and swayed· to the African beat 
provided -by the background ac-
e,?mPanf~,ts wh,o, like Nina, were 
everpowering. 
Before Nina returned us to 
Cr amton, she asked that we not 
fo.rget the experience of that night 
where the feeling of love locked 
us together. 'To Be Young, Gifted, 
and Black' was sung loud and 
proud as the overall attitude 
seemed to signify that we were 
exactly that : Young, Gifted, and 
- most Important - BLACK. 
Zenulila M. De Veam< 
Howard a ·l.umni interested 
Some 2500 graduate of Howard 
University loc ated throughout the 
country have sent in requests 
for tickets for admission to the 
I11auguration of .President James 
E. Cheek, This number repre-
sents the largest group of alumni 
(on record) in the history of the 
University to show interest in 
participating in any ·s·lngle as-
sembly, 
The interest shown in this 
event, in my opinion, seems to 
indicate the esplrlt de corps 
among al u m n I today and the 
strength of their organizations; 
that the alumni ls another strong 
pe>tentlal support group that ls 
backing the University. 
Otto McC!arrin 
Public Relations 
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Anglade Pho!., 1 • 
L ~ • ,, 
'r'" ~"'~''.'~:~~. '~. Statement of protes i ·~~ • l.l \ 'jll''9' ~ C: \, "' '~~-. ·::-:.~ * · We, the students of Howard ·Un1vers1ty, strongly coi;Jaemh 
y · tne landing of any Uni ted Sta tes government troops 1n 
. ... Trinidad arid Tabago. We to tally support the rights of thie . 
C.....1'~ "" people of Trinidad and Tabago to aemonstrate aga,inst rh ic; 
government of Trinidad and Tabago. A n y interference b.y any 
foreign powers,_ with or wi thout the consent o'f the 
governn1ent o f Trinidad and Tabago, will 6e re.qardea at 
i11 terference in the •internal affairs of Trinidad and Tabag9 ~ 
and a viola t ion of international law. : We demand tha t tne 
Uni ted States govefnmehr" recall all snips tha t have beer 
dispatched to tne area. · I I I . 
Ii;,, , __ _ 
'';;ii,:·~\; ' 
:$ , 
' 
.. 
• 
• 
any knowledge of history, and 
were abreast of current events, 
he would have known , the 
role of American Jews in Israel. 
He would also know that in the 
U.S., there are Italian-Amer-
icans, · Spanish-Americans, and 
ance, ertorlty complex, brain-
washing, and colonial mt1ntallty 
that becloud a Blafran not to 
realize the role of· Black-Amer-
icans in Africa? , 1 • 
Most African students on cam-
pus 'dig' brother Stokely Car " ·-"" 
• and elegant Stokely with his 
l>eautlful wife- sister Miriam 
!\fakeba-ls much more an Afri-
~an th.an any impotent self-stylJd 
Blafran can be. ' · 
EssienudQ · Essie1µ Nigeria~ Stud~f t · so on. Is It defeatism, lgnor ~ mlchael and his 'thtng'. Black· 
• 
• • 
• 
417 
!rVAN HEUSEN. 
• 
You 've discovered a whole new life in 
liberty' Now you're free to -pursue happi -
ness in a Van Heusen "417" shirt. Free 
to choose from wide colorful stripes or 
deep·tone solids, updated button·dowh 
, 
collar or m·odern longer point Brooke 
collar. Free to enjoy the no·ironing 
convenience of permanently pressed 
Vanopress. Uphold your . inalienable 
rights, man, and be fashion free in 
a "417" shirt by Van Heusen. 
• 
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The Class of 1970 is on the go. You are not going 
to sit still or settle back. Too many things to do, 
challenges to be met-personal as Well as 
professional. 
1 
As a college graduate your future earning power is 
substantial. qespite this you may fin,d it extremely 
difficult to obtain credit immediately after 
graduation. / 
• 
This is where we come in. If you have accepted a 
job offer, have a clear credit background, and are 
over 21° years of age, you may qualify for an 
• 
. 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
American Express Card-the n1ost useful financial 
instrument In the world. So useful that we call it 
The New Money .. 
Use it to pay for airlines, restaurants, hotels, 
motels, rent-a•cars, clothing, luggage, flowers, 
jewelry and specialty items at shops and stores-
and for emergency check cashing-worldwide. It's 
the only card you will need. Get it now, green as 
cash and a lot more convenient, The New Money 
says go! 
. ' 
. 
. 
AMERICAN. EXPRESS CARD APPLICATION for offlc• 11s1 onr1 
. 
P.0 .Box4184 Grand Central Station . . 
• 
• • 
--...... 
• 
• 
·'·'-
. 
-
• Pltn1 print Dr type information New York. New York rOOl7 ' 
• 
. 
PRINT NAME · (Fir1t) 
. 
(Mlddl•) (Last) 
I ••• I 
SPOUSE (fint Name) 
DO MOT ENCLOSE $15.00 ANNUAL • ' fil. WE WILL llLL YOU LATll. . 
HOME ADDRESS (Street) (City) (SUie or Countl)') (ZIP Code) 
' 
' • 
I 
-
PllSOIAL ACCOUMT - TELEPHONE YEARS AT NUMBER Of SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
MAIL llLL TO OFFICE • :J :•RESENT OWN HOMED RENT[] OEPENDENTS ADDRESS 
-
. --
. . .. . 
- --- - . 
- .. 
·- --- - ---
_, .. 
PEISOMAL ACCOUllT - D PREVIOUS HOME ADDRESS (Strett) (CllJ) {St1l1 or Country) .. HOW LONG MAIL llLl TO HOME . 
COMPANY ACCOUllT -
MAIL llU TO OfflCl 0 f l RM NAME OR EMPLOYER ' • NATURE Of BUSINESS . 
. 
• 
• 
ADDRESS (Stttttl • (City) (Stitt or Country) (Zlp,Codt) NOTE: If e1mi~s Jhown 1rt less 
' tn1n $7500, I ic1te source 1nd • . 
amount of 1t1r other Income, e.1. 
I 
commissions, expense 1ctount, POSITION • ANNUAL EARNINGS YEARS WITH FIRM TELEPHONE dlvidel'lds, Investment Income. . 
' • (fi ll In below) 
' 
• . 
AODRESS (Street & City) If BIU ING IS TO GO TO A BUSINESS ADORE.SS OTHEll THAN MAIH OFFICE ADDRESS PLEASE SPECIFY (St1t1 or Country) • • (Zip Code) 
. 
. 
. 
---
=cYEARS WITH FORM 
-
PREVIOUS EMPLOYER (If employed by 1bove less thin 3 years) OR COlLECE/ UHIVERSITY IF RECEHT GRADUATE 
• OR YEAR GRADUATED 
' 
- -
---
ADDRESS • • (Street) • {Cltj) (St1!1 or Country) (Zip Code) 
' 
BANK (When tor Company Account show Company Banks) . . 
• . 
ADDRESS 
I ACCT. NUMBER TYPE ACCOUNT . , • 
• . 
BANK (When for Company Ac.caunl show Company llanks) 
. 
• 
ADDRESS 
• I ACCT. HUMBER l TYPE ACCOUNT DO YOU HOW HAVE @ OR HAVE OTHER CKARGE ACCOUNTS (Inc lude other national credit cards) . . YOU PREVIOUSLY KA ((,A PER-
SOHAL ft 011 A CO ANY rr. 
' 
ACCOU WITH AMERICAN E -
--- -··-·-· --- --................ ~.--. PRESS! The undersigned agree(s) that if this application is a'ccepted and a Card issued, the individual and the company he represents. if this is I f YO U KNOW THE ACCO UHT 
NUMBER WAITE IT HERE a company account, will be bound by the terms and conditions accompanying the Card and any renewal or replacement card, unless he 
returns the Card. immediately. The individual applicant and the company, if this is a company account, will be liable for all charges 
-·-- incurred with the Card and all supplementary Cards issued on the account. Each supplementary applicant will be liable for all charges 
.. I . incurred with the supplementary Card, jointly and severally with the holder of the basic Card. 
PLEASE SEND ME SU,PLEMENTART CARDS FOii IMMEDIATE MEMIEJIS OF MT FAMILT AS FOLLOWS: (PRINT NAMES): • 
I (First) (Middle) fl a st) (first ) (Middle) {L1stl • 
· . 
·-· 
-I . . 
' (SI GNATURE of supplementary applicant) (RELATIONSHIP) - (SJCNATURE of suppt1mentary appllcant) (RELATIONSH IP) 
' • • 
DD NOT ENCLOSE $10.00 AfllNUAL SUPPLEMlNTAIY CAID FEE •• WE Will itll YOU LATER. 
In addition please send me 1ppllc1tlons for supplementary cards tor other immedl1te members of my lamllJ O for other membtrs of m1 f irm O 
• 
• . 
HOT[, For Company Ac- x SIC.llATVU OF l•DIYIDUAL AWlltMT (ink onlJ) DATE • • 
courrts. sJaaatures ot both . 
. 
appl lcant and 1uthorlzln1 
officer are required. . x COM,AMY ACCOUWT AUTNO•IZATION (lllk only) (Must be ll1ned If companJ 1ecount) (Si1111tur1 of Authorlllna: Ofllctr) {Tltl•J 
. . ,899 9550 42 9 
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. Three years ago there was 
much talk in Hollywood about 
producing a movie from ·a book 
that had enthralled approximately 
12 million readers. Another one 
' 
of Hollywood's visionary ideas,! 
I thought then. How could anyone 
hope to make a movie from a 
book with such tremendous scope 
and come out with a decent pro-
ject?. It's been tried before with 
"Vally of the Dolls" with little 
success as entertainment. And 
now It's been done again with 
Harold Robbin's "The Ad-
venturers''. 
Although the . movie keeps 
, pretty ·close to the story line, 
you will find that It doesn't oulte 
• 
have the zip or zap the novel 
had, In short It's a dull three . 
hour ruck that doesn't entertain 
f!Tu1\l14 , __ .,. ,. 
™ ""' '1 
• 
you but does a good job ofputt!ng 
you to sleep, All did was twitch 
and turn and pray for the end. · 
end. 
The main character Dax (Bekn 
Fehmiu) looks like a Dax but 
he was about as suave as a 
flea. How he's suppose to get 
the women to. follow him to bed 
is the mystery of the year •• . 
Unless it was his animal looks 
that bewitched them into getting 
layed by him. Oh well thats Holly-
wood for you. 
• 
Caroline de Coyne! (Delia Boe-
cardo) who Dax marries in a 
Nazi prison in the book was the 
best thing that every happened 
to that flick not because of her · 
acting but her magnlflclent 
beauty, I.felt It should have been_ 
'· 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Roscoe Lee Brown plays starring role in Columbia Pictures film, "The 
Liberation of L.B. Jones," 
Palace theatre downtowt1 . 
-
• 
• 
•• 
~ 
which opened We.dneSday ~t -~he Loew's 
• 
•• 
' 
' 
lnvidus R•c•rtl• 
• 
• 
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By Henry C.-An4erson 
her he married in the movie 
instead of Sue Ann Di111Y (Can-
dice Berge~) the Idealistic "rieh- . 
est girl in the world.'' Speaking 
of Sue Ann, It is worth saying 
that Miss Bergen for .once has 
given some life to her'lharacter. 
• 
• 
Her protra!t of "the little rich i 
girl'' was done beautifully for a ' 
puppeteer;s daughter. 
Another thing worth noting Is 
the sound effects thaf are en-
listed into the battle scenes. 
They are so realistic that you 
-
jf 
• ' 
novel· 
' 
would swear you w~re the amidst 
the ·soldiers and gun blast. · 1t 
actually sounded as If it was com-
• I 
Ing from all directions. I Thank. 
you sound man for makingsome-
thing on that screen worth my 
time. 
• 
> 
• 
" 
t,1Je.~th·111.9 wa5 ~&ict,-ff7£ foo4, 
-\'~E f'-1\\JSIC •tlJE )E.RViC.E-· 
1'.ntl th~ WaIT~R5 
- c:al I Ea mi: 
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ON 8-TRACK 
• 
' . 
If \'OL1f , c-l,1.;;.;; gr<l llf) o r ,1 ...... r>(1,1 ! ion 
j.._ r1l,1r1r1ii1g ,1 11,1rt\1 • c;il ! 
r!ic' ,\ ,,] ~·i lr1\\'~·r · ... I ,1rry \Al 1c'<.. 111 .~(·r 
,1 1 1)1 ·7- lO<JO Jr1(! t.:ilk Jl)t>l11: 1t 
) '<~Lf'r(' '-tl rr• tci Ill' 11l l', l'-( 'Cl 
\\11!11 tf)t' rl' -.1111., !><'c ·,1ll'-I ' \ \ ' ('\1' 
. . ' 
!1,lcl l(JJ ,_ ()( Jlf,j( 11( t' ,11 
1r1111r(''-'11 1g J1 ('Clf)I(• 
;, :r-., ..... '.· 
) t .!;- ( -,,1111 t •1 Tl! tit , \\o 'll<l<' 
\\ ;1,l111 1.t.:t 11r1 11 ( .'.11111! > 
• 
• 
THE CHAIRMEN. 
OF THE BOARD 
THE CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD : 
Featuring th9ir latest hiti single : 
. ' Give Me Just a Little More Time . .. 
• plus Come Together;· Bless You ; 
I 'll Ganie Craw ling; You 've .Got Me 
Dang ling on a String ;· and others! 
. ,,.. 
/ 
• 
, 
• 
• 
k 
• 
. ' 
' 
. ' 
• 
' 
' 
' 
• 
I 
• 
' 
\! l 
' ON STEREO CASSETTE .: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
BAND OF CiYPSYSI NEW!! JIMI HENDRIX!! LIVE!! 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
BIND OF BYPSIS 
Jimi Hendrix; 
' 
BAND OF GYPSYS I JIMI HENDRI X: 
' Re co rded New Year 's Eve, 1970 at' the 
Fillmore Ea st. Includes Who. Knows; 
Chang es; Power of Love; We GottR 
' ' . Li\>e Together ; muc h more. · 
. ' 
i 
'-----------..,----------------------..,---· \ 
• 
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ON 8-TRACK ON STEREO CASSETTE 
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Bison c1"ush · Norfoll{; lose to A 1 . "'f-\_ mer1can . . ' ,.. ' Bison g :olfe;rs j inish high -
Ho'" a r d' s baseball team· 
boosted it's CI.>L,\ record to 3-0 
and it's season mark to 5-4 
last 1veek \Vith a 17-2 victory 
over Korfolk State, and an 18-
11 lost to American \Jnlversity, 
Steve Powell struck out nine 
batters enroute to a four hlt, 
t"·o run victory over Norfolk 
State, Po1vell 1vas given arhple 
support by ~like ~lebane who had 
a perfect day at the plate, .going 
five-for-five, and Baron Brown, 
\l'ho had three hits including a 
double, and a triple 1vhich pro-
duced five RB!'_s, 
--
' 
• 
' 
By Nonn Brown 
The Norfolk game 1vas the most 
productive day this season 
for 1-!0\l'a r d hitters as they col-
lected a total of 16 hits. 
Ho\vard 's victor\' over l\orfolk 
• 
State moved the B!sori into sole 
possession of first place In the 
' Northern Division race. 
Truesday, Ho,1.iard travelled a-
cross town for batting practice 
1vlth American University, The 
Bison banged out 13 hits, to 
14 for AU, but unfortunatel y, 
!-loward pitchers issue nine 
1valks, four in the first inning, 
• 
·, 
• 
• 
. 
• 
all of \vhich led 
.-\n1erlcan victory. 
to an 18-ll 
lloward' s pitching \1;as \veak 
at best, which \Vas a _direct con-
trast to It ' s hitting. Howard bat -
ters tagged .-\ l! pitchers for six 
singles, one double, \\vo triples, 
a.~d four home runs, t\vo by An-
thony Becks, a freshman, and 
one , each · by Lionel Oliver ru1d 
Baron Brown. 
, 
/ • 
• 
• 
• 
neker Field, \Vhlch is located _in 
fr ont of the 'La1v School, and 
directly ac ros s Geo r gia Ave. :. 
The Bison met Maryland St;r!e 
in t1vo games yesterday, aJ(P 
pending their outcome, a serl . 
s\\·eep by Howard •vould up the _r 
conference record to 6- 0 , Jct 
\\·ould give the1n the inside tra k 
to the conference tournament °111 
Richmond next month. 0 
9 GAME REPORT 
• 
HITTING 
.:~ n ' l l : ,\·t; 
'.11lke 1lebane 33 15 .454 
.-\drian Brocks 37 14 o~s .. ., { 
Jackson Brown 3~ 13 . • 3 71 
' 
l~OME RUNS 
' Totals 
Antony Becks 2 
l:ionel Oliver 2 
,\drian Brocks 1 
Daiiiif Brown 1 
STOLEN BASES 
'I'otals 
J ackson Brown 
~like 1'1ebane 
Lionel Oliver 
rlarold P arker 
PITCHING 
7 
c 
' . 
J 
5 
i 
. 
• 
' 
' 
JP so ERl-\ . 
Steve Po1vell 41 62 ? 1-
-· " l' rank Sutton 6 10 6,00 
FIELDING 
•. 
i 
• 
Va. match 
By Millard 1\rnold 
Howard l!niversit y•s Calvin 
Brockington, the CJAA's i'>lost 
Valuable Golfer, picked . up an-
other l aurel last week in New-
port Ne\vs, v·a. 
. . 
Competing in the Old Domi- · 
.nion 'l'ournament from which .the 
proceeds 1vent to tlie United Ne'gro 
College i'und, Brockington sur-
\.i\·ect a ne ~~1· disasterious open ... 
ing round to finish ftfth in the 
charnplonsl1ip t1ight \Vhlch in-
cluded over 61 top-notched ama-
tures . . , 
Brockington had ~n opening 
rcttncl 01 20 on Saturday, but 
" 
· ca r·n(: i1ac k t l1c following day to 
1·ecor (1 ::t j :; !'or a total of 155, 
fi~;e strokes t1ehind the tourna. -
n1ent leader. • 
flrockington 1vas not alone in 
ii:divldual honors. Joe Logan fin- · 
!shed in eighth place in the sec-
ond fli ght, and Eugene Hill cap-
tured first place in a field Of 
38 in the third fli ght. 1 
• John T : ·~e 1· , another one of 
1-!o,vai'd 's p r om is ing golfers, 
' took seve1<th p!acG in the tl)ird 
fli ght . 
• 
• 
• 
Fireballer Steve Powell unleashes against Norfolk . The sophomore hurler leads the team in victories and Sam Daniels 
,\drian Brocks 
Lionel Oliver 
PO E 
88 4 
58 . 3 
14 3 
PCT, 
.960 
. 052 
. 896 
iiO\\'ard !:as one m0re m·atch 
before the championships . next 
morith l1ere iri \\' as l1ington. The 
B!sons meet !Jela\vare State Col -
lege Thursday - -~Prll 30 . in 
Crownsvllle, ~Id ,, on the Dwight 
D. Eisenhower golf course. strike-outs. Great Brittan Pl1oto 
Intramural 
·track meet 
scheduled 
By Millard Arnold 
S~tu rday , :.1a,- 2 1vill be the 
Penn Relays _all over again, or 
at least as far as the Ho\vard 
university Intramural track pro-
gr n.1n is conc:erneci . 
Int1·amur al clirector Fred Fas -
te r has announced plans for a 
tu1iversitJ1 .. \\'ide 111tra1nUra1 track 
i:i eet to dec ided individual cham-
pions to .represent 11oward in 
• the city championships to be 
held i1lay 9 at ,1.merican \Jnl-
\1ersity. 
The track meet, 1vhlch offers 
nine track and field events, ls 
also open to womenpartlclpants, 
and according to the roster, quite 
a fe~ have already entered, 
The high jump, broad jump 
and 16 pound shot or the only 
field events listed, However the 
running portion of the schedule 
includes the 100 and 220 yard 
dashes, the 880 yard run and the 
mile, and two relays, the . 440 
and 880, · 
Each participant will be limited. 
to three events, which includes 
ooth individual and relays, Any 
participant not answering his turn 
in the field events wUl not- be 
eliminated, but will only miss 
that turn in the resQ!!Ctlve event. 
. As an example. to compensate 
for a track comlttment, the part-
icipant may cluster attempts in 
the shot and broad jump, 
In the running \vents which are · 
scheduled to begin It approxi-
mately 1:30, there will be but 
one heat ran, . 
For the various organization 
who :wtil have team entries~ the 
scoring will be for five places 
only on a decendhlg point scale, 
1st place - 5 points 
· · 2nd place - 4 points . 
3nl place - 3 points 
4th place - 2 points 
SUI place - · 1 polllt , 
' 
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' ' Clie1 ·el/e ./-Dour Sedan 
• 
• ess 
than our previous lowest priced 4-door. 
. ' 
• 
• 
Che.-elle Sport Coupe 
* 
ess 
than our previous lowest priced hardtop • 
Now it's America's lowest priced mid-size ha;dtop. 
wide-stance chassis : design, side-guard 
beams in the doors, cargo-guard luggage! 
compartment, bias belted ply tires. 
• 
We took America's best selling mid-
size car. Then, added two new lower 
priced models, including a Sport Coupe 
that's priced less than arty other mid-size 
hardtop you can buy. 
Lower priced they are, by as inucfl as · • 
• 
• 
· Still, they both have Chev~lle's smart . 
_ new grille for 1970. And C~~yelle's newly • 
styled Body by fisher. And Chevcllc's 
Full , C~l - suspension with cu_stom ntted 
. springs . at•. each wheel. And. Chevelfc's 
$148. · But lower priced looking and feel~ , . 
ing they are11~1. , . '. •&scd on ~n'!r1e~~cr'1 ~~a- : 
Which will get us no love notes fr~m : f:d!:;;:~T:f~~;!:;!:~ 
the cotnpetition: ·B.u.t may·be ii will · dealer ••w ••• .prcp1_r11;on 
' . . 
• • 
• 
from you~ - . · . · ~h·~~- • . . . 
Pllttlftl r•u &at, lleeps .,. tint. · . , · 
. . 
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owar enters our events 
' 
' 
. ! 
• 
• 
. 
Larry Stewart 
• 
• 
• ' 
.. 
' 
Paga 15 
I 
enn 
' 
By Millard Aptold 
College division All-Amer-
icans, William Ritchie, Herb 
Thompson, and Ron Lassiter will 
headline, Howard University's re-
lay entries in the 76th Annual 
Penn Relays, today and tomor-
row in Philadelphia. 
Running the 440 relay in last 
year's NCAA small· college 
champlonsh!ps, the trio along 
With Desmond Shakespeare, 
finished a close third In a field 
of over fifty schools to capture 
All-American honors. 
Although hampered by Injuries 
throughout most of the early 
outdoor season, the team has 
still managed a :41. 7 In Winning 
the 440 relay durj.ng a triangular 
meet against Penn State and Fur-
man University. 
In the Penn Relay however, 
the 440 · relay will have to be 
dropped due to Shakespeare's 
pulled groin muscle, but the Bi-
sons . have entered teams or In-
dividuals in four other events, 
the sprint medley, mile relay, 
880 relay, and the 100-yarddash. 
In the sprint medley •i R!tclile 
aD;I Lassiter will run tne open-
ing 22o•s, while sophomores Mike 
Nixon and Dennis Smellle will 
run the 440 and 880 legs. 
• • 
The squad's best Ume so far 
this year was tu~d in last week 
in Wl.nnlngthe Norfolk lnvltatlonal 
Rerays with a 3:27.0 cloc}dng. 
· ·. Nixon and Smellie wlll join 
·Lassiter andShakespearetofdrm 
the mile .relay team which also 
swept to first place in No.rfolk 
with a · 8.6 showing. • , 
e 880 relay I feature 
hie, Thompso asslter and 
S e e. Ritch , the Central 
· reo Athletic AssOcia-
tlon's defending champion in the 
100-yard dash, may be in for a: 
long day before he gets a chance 
to run in his speciality. 
So far this year, the senior 
speedster · has run only 9. 7, but 
has won all but once this .sea-
. son. His fastest time was a 
9.4 hundred which he ran last 
' ' year In dual competition. 
• 
.. 
NOTICE 
' 
I ' ' y OU 
• 
can't party too 
. Netters whip Norfolli, 
beat Spa-rtans 5-1 -£. , ' 
muc1i 
By Millard Arnold 
There will be a meeting fo-
~ay; April 24, for all prespec-
tive rriembers of the 1970 Howard 
Univetslty football team. Meeting 
will be cqnducted in the Physical 
Education building for Men, Room 
20 11 at 4:30 pm. 
• 
By Gary Lindsay 
.A.s a first year trackman How-
ard University' s Larry Stewart 
will not be competing In the 76 
Annual Penn Relays this weekend 
In Philadelphia. 
Tournament officials have rule 
fre~man lneligiblel to race a-
gainst varsity members In his 
specialty the mile relay. But 
according to this athlete he is 
waging his own private contest In 
an effort to remain In coll.l!ge. 
This event takes four years to 
run, and the competition could be 
steeper. 
Temptation, the p_ass word o.f 
the Devl4 the charinel through 
which most Bison athletes stage 
their exodus, is chasing Stewart 
and oth!!r freshmen harder than 
any opponent. "It's rough dodg-
ing temptation here,'' Larry said 
prior to warm up exe~se on 
Howard's field. 
' 
"This, is the key to accomplish-
ing anything. There's alot of 
pressure running in college and 
• • you can't relax .like In high · 
school.'' ~ 
• 
' While on the secondary educa-
tiona! level Larry Stewart garned-· 
the Regional District Champion-, 
ship at Jonathan Dayton, and 
was .fifth In Ohio; Group B clas-
sification, 
• 
' 
ln football he pll!yed halfback, 
and split end before a sprained· 
ankle scuttled his career. Stewart 
ls attending Howard without ath-
letic assistance, but feels he will 
be able to find a hom·e In Coach 
Johnson's crop of runners. 
For its only natural he should , 
feel that way. It's Larry's belief' 
that "I have to be good in track 
because 1 aln •t doing nothing in 
school.'' 
Harold Parker 
' With most of it's top-seeded 
players watching from courtslde, 
the Floward University Netters 
handed Norfolk State College a 
5-1 setback, and moved· their 
seasonal record up to 5-3. 
In a match held last Satur-· 
day, Howard swept the singles 
competition, ·but 'vere edged in 
the doubles by the Spartans' Craig 
Johnson and Ronald Grey. 
Freshman Hilary Cardozo 
downed Johnson in the singles 
In straight sets, 6-0; 6-2, while 
Jim Abrons had little trouble 
with Grey, winning in straight 
sets also 6-2; 6-J. 
Tommy F:reeman, who cameto 
Howard vi.a D.C. Teachers, up-
ended the Spartan's Larry Jones 
6-1; 6-0, and Gideon Clement 
white-washed Cecil Carter 6-0; 
6-0. 
In doubles action, Abrons 
teamed with Captain Carl Mc-
Cleese to score an 8-6; 8-6 
victory over Carter and Jones, 
.. 
' however Cardozo and Bill Tyler 
·weren't quite so fortunate, losing 
to Johnson and Grey, 7-5; 7-5. 
The Netters have three key 
matches this week In an effort 
to prepare themselves for the 
conference championship · at 
Hampton on May 4. 
Howard travels to Wlnst<!in-
Salem on Tuesday, returns home 
for a match against Delaware 
State on Thursday, and then hits 
the roa<I again for a .return match 
against' conference champions 
Hampton Institute on Friday. 
In their first match, the Pirates 
scored an 8-1 victory, with only 
Cardozo's straight set victory 
between them and a shutout. 
• 
The Netters seem to have the 
potenial ' to fake the title, but 
appear to be suffering from pro-
blems due to morale, dissension, 
and coaching. If by May 4 they 
have not solved those problems, 
they may as wel l save their 
energy and stay at home. 
• 
• . ' 
"You can't party too much 
and expect to be at ·your best 
during a me'l_t. Running track re- ·• 
quires a cenaln amount of will-
power. Besides this nobody is a-
round to encourage you to study. 
You have to do It on you~ own," 
he smiled. 
''We're not treated like 1athletes'' 
Commenting further Stewart 
said "foreign instructors will 
make a student punch out be-
cause he cannot be understood." 
Apparently the only teacher Ste-
wart · does feel is revelent to 
his, "slicking" at Howard 
is track Coach ·William John-. 
son. ''Yea, he's good,'' Larty 
admits. He knows how to keep 
his nmners interested.'' 
Others who have impressed 
the outspoken freshman are Lar-
ry Cheta, a transfer hurdler from 
Maryland State and All-America 
sprinter William Ritchie. 
He calls those two, "dedic-
ated.'' 
Double-think 
SPORT Magazine credits De-
'troit Piston coach Bill Van Bre-
da Kolff ,With this statement after 
acquiring Erwtn Mueller for a 
second- round draft choice early 
this season: "We were fortunate 
because he is better than any-
thing we might get in the second 
round next spring.'' • 
But after Van. Breda Kolff let 
Eddie Miles go for a sec6nd-
round draft choice two months 
later, SPORT quoted him as say-
ing: "We feel we can get a hel-
luva player in the second round,•• 
' 
-
At Howard, baseball which ls 
acclaimed . as America's nurhl>er 
one sport, is batting la5t, ac-
cording to Harold Parker a 20-
year old sh9rt stop from Spring-
field Mass. , 
It ·1s his belief that the "GTO 
and fraternity" crowds garn 
more respect that an athlete, no 
matter what sport he plays. To 
him this seems like a perplex-
ing situation. 
"Yes, I have something to get 
off my chest,'' Parker snorted 
as he walked down Georgia Ave, 
• toward Banneker playground 
where the Bison batmen prac-
tice. "We are not treated like 
athl_etes by the student body.'' 
"ln high school athletes were 
looked upon with respect because 
they represented a special group 
of people; but here it .ls dlf-
, 
ferent.'' , Harold also feels base-
ball and its sister activities have 
felt the sting of indlfference be-
cause many potentlally good ath-
letes do not contribute all they 
can to their particular sport. 
''When a guy comes here on a 
, scholarsh!p he is obligated to 
perform to th.e best of his abil-
ity. There has to be a llne 
between the student and student-
. athlete,•• he feels. 
"Some athletes feel they are 
getting a free ride, but what 
about the pride and dedication 
he• ls suppose to have? If he can 
CRICKET: 
TRACK: 
CRICKET: 
BASEBALL: 
TENNIS: 
' 
• 
BASEBALL: 
GOLF: 
• 
TENNlS: 
TENNIS: 
• 
Scoreboard '' 
TOMORROW 
G. Washington cc Home 
Commonwealth cc Away 
. . 
Penn Relays Away 
Sunday, April 26 .. 
Haverford College · Away 
Tuesday, April 28 
Wlnston-Saleni . Home 
Winston-Salem Away 
Thursday, Apr!l 30 
Delaware State •Home 
Monday, Apr!l 27 
Delaware State Home 
Delaware · State . ··Home 
Friday, May 1 . 
Hampton lnst!tute . Away 
Howard Stadium 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Philadelphia, Pa. , 
Haverford, Pa. 
' 
' 
1:00 
' ' 
Banneker Field l : 30 
Winston-Salem, N.c. · 
' ' 
Banneker · Field 1:30 
Dwight D. Eisenhqwer 
Golf Course 1: 30 
. Crownsvllle, Md, 
• Turky Thicket 1:00 
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Still unbeaten, cricket · - · 8 & · 
By Leroy Lashley an Indication of the fireworks ' The ~ ~p~g~tlnu~~ g ~st er s w Ip. s ! came Arthur Hlw2 of 
. ~loward batsmen went on a run that were to follow; for Imme- tween Leslie Douglas-Jones of ered extra practice fortheh\)me Guyana and Vaughn wright to be-
d! t 1 h h th St Kitt 
players, and proved their gin th 
spree here last weekend when a e y e ad e visiting skip- • s Mid Ernest Skinner of strength In th fl ld e Howar~ Innings, and !m-
t hey played two games against per well caught out by wicket Trinidad. Douglas-Jones' skilled e e • ' mediately the bowlers 'of the op-
the Fairmont Cricket Club of keeper Darien Green. stroking had the cream of Fair- Onc,e more, the Bison cr!c~ ; posing team threw ·everything at 
Philadelphia. Stunned by the bowling (pitch- mont's bowlers completely keters proved too much · for the them, but Wright belted the bbwl-
ln ) 
. visiting batsmen who perished In ' 
Taking ad".antage of a beautiful g br!ll!an~e of Cyril Buch- powerless, durmg which he hit at the hands of some excellent / g all over tne . stadium 
Saturday afternoon, the Bison anan, the Ho1vard captain, who the top-score of 74 runs. Skinner bowling by Jamaican Vaughn ·; to score 35 before he was put 
players excelled in every phase ripped their Inning to shreds, In a punishing mood struck one Wright and Douglas-Jones. They out. ' . , 
of the game. :.~!though losing the visitors slumped to a total six and t"ro fours in scoring 27. were all out with their score at However, Norman Nemblardof 
the toss to the Fairmont cr!c- of 49 runs. Buchanan put out Howard lost four wickets In 55. Jones and Wright shared most Jamaica and Hazelwood saw the 
keters who have been accredited eight . batsmen and Thomas dis - s~orlng 188 runs and thus easily of the wickets. Howard total sa!J safely past the 
with a tour of .England, the home missed two. wiped out the runs needed for vie- Kenny Thomas who alsb shut 55 runs which were set fat v!c-
team quickly demolished the Inn- Howard's Inning began aggres- tory without calling on six of their out two batsmen 't k t tory. The home team ·won with 6 
In f it t !Ve! f th In b t batsm n 
• 00 wo spec- wickets (bat ) t 
g o s opponen. y, or e open g a smen e • . tacular catches to sendtwoFatr- men o spare, and 
The first ball sent down by rattled up a score of 23 runs be- The second game played on mont batsmen ba k t th II' registered !ts second victory in 
Kenny Thomas of Trinidad gave fore they were separated. Sunday under a. slight drizzle of- lion (dugout). c 0 e pav - two days, the third for the sea-son, and an· overall total of 19 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
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CHOICEST PRODUCTS :FLAVOR 
• • 
NATURE'S 
ONLY THE FINEST OF_ 
PROVIDE ITS PRIZED 
HOPS AND GRAINS ARE USED . 
• 
This is Blue Ribbon 
Livid! · 
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